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LETTERS
John ~zzi, the Providence

Journal an_d

-Editor's Response to the Anchor Staff:
I wonder if the "Right" Rev.
Ennio Cugini ever reads the
Anchor - other than his own
stuff, I mean. Perhaps he could
better channel his efforts away
from such decadences as a
state lottery to giving counsel
to the Anchor staff.
Purulent (SIC) purveyors of
perversive crap, such as Paul
DiFilippo (See "New Times,
New Signs" of November 8),
need help. participants and
promoters of your recent
"Fantasy Contest" are beyond
. .
help.
The Anchor staff must
imagine itself the avatar of the
Writers
Underground
Unfortunately,
Association.
you are behind the times,
immature and unsophisticated
- in fact, square.
This type of emetic writing
has already served its purpose
and is no longer the vogue: It is
no longer shocking, just
tasteless - as are the writings
on the walls of the RIC lavs.
· So have your fun, while you
can. All adults are not as stupid
as the ones you have been
'putting on at the college. You
will all be ejaculated soon unless you get a hold of
yourselves.
Rev: John Izzi, Minister
Universal Life Church
P .S. Now that I've gotten this
out of my system, I must admit
that you have a lot of good

things going for you in ...
Anchor- otherwise I would not

read it, nor would I waste my
time. writing you.
John Izzi,
the Providence Journal
and
the Editor's Response

BACKGROUND., The Rev.
John Izzi, the writer of the
letter printed below, wrote a
letter which was published in
Sunday
Providence
the
Journal, November 11, 1973.In
that letter, Mr. Izzi wrote:
"Why should a handful of
weirdos inflict their sick
hangups and indecencies on
the general population of one of
our state institutions of higher
learning? ... What the hell is the
matter with all the RIC
students who think this stuff is
out of place in their school's
How could
newspaper?
President Willard have his
work printed next to filth such
as this? .... As an alumnus of
(and
RIC and· taxpayer
I insist that
educator),
Governor Noel, John Hawkins
and the General Assembly,
Commissioner Burke and the
Regents, RIC alumni and
present students, and the
taxpayers of our state put an
end to this garbage immediately .... "
As further background, we
would like to note that the
church designation listed after

'Foreign Flag Flies Over Campus
To the Editor:
On Friday, Nov~mber 9,
1973, for the first time in the
history of the college, a foreign
flag flew besides Old Glory on
our campus. Many people
coming to.classes had to take a
hard look to see what had
happened. Had there been a
revolution? Had Rhode Island
lost a major battle with a world
power? Why was the Rhode
Island flag flying in its usual
place? And because the wind
was blowing hard and the flag
fluttering violently, it was hard
at times to identify it.
The flag of Rhode Island was
lowered in the morning and
the Maple Leaf of Canada was
flying in its place, signifying,
of course, that a Canadian VIP
was visiting us. The VIP was
Monsieur .Jean-Louis Delisle,
Consul General of Canada
from Boston, Mass., who had
come as, a guest of the
Modern
of
Department
Languages at the invitation
of Dr. Paul P. Chasse. Dr.
Chasse, is a member of a
special commission appointed
by Governor Noel to study
our
ways of improving
relations with Canada. The
guest, in behalf of his government, donated to our library a
valuable collection of books on
Canada.
Delisle proved to be an exhuman
charming
tremely
being wpo delighted everyone
who heard him during a
reception given in his honor by
the Department of Modern

·He comparedthe
Lanl!Wl~es:

Canadian-American relationship as that of an elephant
sleeping with a mouse. And
then there was the funny story
of a Canadian whose house
Canadianthe
straddles
American border, forcing the
man to sleep with his feet in
Canada (very cold) and his
head in the United States.
I believe that flying the flag
of a friendly . country,
whenever we have an important visitor from that
country is a splendid gesture,
especially for R.I. College,
which in the ., past, was
somewhat• isolated from the
outside world.
Monsieur Delisle opened his
talk by mentioning the thrill of
seeing the Maple Leaf flying
over R.I. College Campus.
Dr. T. Steven Tegu
Associate Professor
Modern Languages

:\Ir. Izzi·s name< by Mr. Izzi> is
that of a "mail-order church."
In 1969, the Universal Life
Church ran advertising that for
only $10, they would invest any
minister's
with
person
credentials.
RESPONSE. Any reasonable
person, upon reading both
letters, will see _a very apparent contradiction. In the
letter to the Providence
Journal, Mr. Izzi is calling for
the wrath of the state of Rhode
Island to fall upon our heads.
In his letter to the ANCHOR,
Mr. Izzi seems to be saying,
"You've made a mistake, it
was stupid, but you've done a
lot of other good work and keep
it up." That is, on one hand he
calls for the closing down of the
newspaper and on the other,
praises us for our good performance.

We ask him and all of_our
other read~rs to consider
several key issues: 1) college
newspa~ers too are protected
by th~ Fi~st ~~ndmen~ of the
Const_ituhon; it is our right to
be silly· 2) Rhode Island
C?llege ~as adop~ed ~ Stu~ent
Bill, of Righ_tswhich, m Article
Two, provides for c~mplete
freedom fro~ censorship of all
student _media. 3) We are not
responsible to t~e taxpayer~ of
Rnod~ Island, smc_ewe derive
our mcome strictly from
stu~e~t revenues an~ ~dyerhsi!lg· Further, the bwl~g
11:1which we _are housed is
through
strictly
fmanced
~tudent funds. 4) a n~wspaper
is onl_y as good as its. membership. We have made !t clear
to the campus community that
wear~ open to all members of
the campus, that we do not
censor and . that we do not
expect contributors. to adhere
to anY, set persEechve;
When we are wrong, we
expect, as President Nixon
would put it, that folks "giv~ us
hell." We have already conceded that the contest was an
error. Whatever Mr. Izzi and
others may feel about us, we
respect forever their right to
their opinion, and welcome
that criticism or praise. But
Mr. Izzi's actions cross the line
from constructive criticism
into press _censorship and
oppression. We wish to make
quite clear our conviction that
such attempts at suppression
of the press will be resisted
with all of our energies.

DictionariesWebster
Library size 1973edition,
, brand new. still in box.
Cost New S45.00

Will Collette,
Executive Editor
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Scores Baird '-Crowd Control'"

To the Editor:
On the afternoon of November 3, 1973, I was among a small few
who took some time off from my daily endeavors < regardless of
whaHhey,are > to observe the basketball scrimmage between our
own "anchormen" and the "Anchormen" of the Coast Guard
Academy at Walsh gymnasium. When I first arrived at the gym
there were not very many spectators present. However. after
awhile the number increased. (Normally the number of people
who attend a scrimmage is very small - due,-mostly to the fact
that.usually.the scrimmages are controlled. This means coaches
can stop play if they feel like it and correct a player's mistakes).
So by the time the scrimmage got underway, a fairly nice sized
crowd had gathered. This had to be a nice sign for those players
who were back from last year's team. They must remember the
scarcity of the crowds throughout all of last year. Funny how
much of a crowd gathers when a team is always winning. This
year's soccer team proves that point. Where were those cro~ds
last year or the year before? Sorry for the rambling on, it's just
that apathy is a word I dislike very much.
As I was saying, by the time the scrimmage got underway a
nice crowd had gathered. A crowd that felt they wanted to cheer
their team 9n, and they did jyst that. Yelling for certain individuals when they performed above the average, and cheering
for the team whenever they did anything positive. So for about an
hour or so the scrimmage went on without any major interruptions. However, when things do not seem to be going your
way most "home" crowds need something or someone to blame it
on. And as we all know the usual culprits are the officials. Those
who follow a sporting event of arty kind know what I mean.
Therefore, the Rhode Island College crowd merely followed
tradition and started voicing their objections to the official's
. calls. Some justifiably and others out of frustration. Regardless
of which, most comments seemed to be unpersonal in any way,
shape, or form toward the officials. If they were any other way I
feel the officials would have dealt with them without hesitation.
Controlling the game was their concern and they were doing a
good job of it. It was at this time that an incident occurred that
has been bothering me ever since.
"As the crowd objected to some of the calls being made by
the officials, Mr. William Baird, basketball coach and
Athletic Director, walked over to where they were sitting
_ and_ stated that he would appreciate it if no further
comments were made.,, At first I was kind of surprised that this happened, because in
America freedom of speech is a 'right' given to everyone (supposedly) no matter where you are in America. Secondly, it made
me aware of the lack of knowledge by many peC>pleof their own
rights. By not.malfing any further comments Mr. Baird's com-·
ment was unchallenged and final. What I would like to ask Mr.
Baird publicly is, "Do you feel that as Athletic Director or coach
you have the right to silence anyone whenever you choose? Also,
have college athletics come to the point where they are played for
the sole purpose and satisfaction of the coach? Has the day
finally arrived where crowd participation is not necessary any
longer? Lastly, does R.I.C. have a basketball team for your
benefit or for the benefit of its students?'.\
The day has come for me where I can no longer sit in 'apathy'
and watch human beings, especially friends, suffer from physical
and mental abuse. I feel, Mr. Baird, that as the coach of the
Rhode Island Gollege basketball team you do have many
responsibilities. However, crowd control does not seem to be one
of them. Freedom of spJech is something we all have a right to
and should demand. You cannot take that away, especially in a
'public' gathering place. The basketball team here at R.I.C. is
here for the benefit of the students and not the coach. Without
their financial and vocal support you would not have a job. They
play a big part in the success of R.I.C.'s athletic program.
In conclusion, Mr.-Baird, I would like to say that this school and
all its organizations, athletic or otherwise, belongs to the students
and the time has come to re-eyaluate many things and see why
this has not been so. I will do all within my power and rights to
fight the creation of a_monarchy at the expense of the students.
This is 'our' school, 'our' gym, and 'our' team. When are )'ou
going to realize this fact?
Sincer~ly,
Robert W. Mendes
Captain of 1972-73
Rhode Island College
.Basketball Team

Will Sell for $15
Deduct to%on orders
o£6ormore
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and mail to
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ago, I am sure the exercise is
good for my soul. We are,
Helen and I were surprised
however, grateful for the
to see the thoughtfulness and warmth of
and pleased
.greetings from the Anchor your good wishes and the idea
staff in the October 25, 1973, was original and ·good and it
issue of tne Anchor.
brought us muc~ p\easure.
While I' am a little emSincerely yours,
barrassed by rereading the
Charles B. Willard
story written so many years
President
Dear Mr. Collette:
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tSalary Inequity and The Problem of Longevity~
I"• Ci11<h
Ster•ri:and Will Col 1.-ttt>
•
I'"'

This week we will discuss not
only the problems of longevity
and inequity in the distribution
of merit pay mentioned last
week, but the events of last
week after our first article's
disclosures were made.
Faculty
response
on
November 16 and after indicated some degree of relief
( at least among those who
know what OPI's ar-e). This
approval with our probing was
at first over shadpwed by mock
disapproval,
which,
we
suspect, was what they considered to be the proper thing
to do under -abnormal circumstances; student interest
was never this probing. We
were praised by everyone
except those who came too
close to the cutting edge. We
remind our readers at this time
that the purpose of this series
is not to embarrass faculty. We
are trying to initiate discussion
of what seems to be a purposely-designed
system of
reward for those who play
campus politics. Our purpose
is to act as a constructive thirdparty that may bring out some
of the deep dark secrecies that
are haunting the victims of this
'system'.
One most irrate victim is Dr.
Paul Anghinetti, mentioned
last week. Among the major
points of an eight page paper
written by him and distributed
to the faculty last year were 1)
that alarming discrepancies
exist with respect to faculty

salaries, despite rank or years
'Faculty X. at $10,500gets an
in service at RIC; 2> the across-the-board
and
a
continued adoption of a flat- satisfactory
performance
rate percentage scheme to increase; X's salary for the
"raise" faculty salaries has year 1973-74becomes (at 8.75)
only served to widen the gaps $11,419!
that exist; 3) continued service
'FacultyY, at $16,500gets an
at RIC becomes economically across-the-board
and
a
disadvantageous to the facility satisfactory
performance
member with five, ten or fif- increase; Y's salary for the
teen years in rank; 4) the merit year 1973-74becomes (at 8.75)
system is arbitrary
and $17,933!
discriminates against large
• 'Faculty A, at $13,200 (acdepartments."
cording to the above) and
Of several examples given to receives $14,356 for eleven
illustrate his first point, the years' experience, five in rank
most outstanding was that of a at Associate Professor, $56
faculty member with ten years over the new minimum for the
service at RIC whose salary rank!
was a meager $10,900,a man
"Faculty
"B, at $13,000
who holds a Ph.D. and never receives an across-the-board
received merit pay. Another raise, a satisfactory
perwas a member with eleven formance increment and a
years at RIC whose salary was
$10,500($400less than the man
above who earned $10,900 for
eleven years a little
remarkable
in itself),
a
member who in this category
places at the bottom fifth of the
scale, and with fifty-six faculty
members making less than
$10,500, including merit pay.
Enclosed is. a table by Dr.
Anghinetti to illustrate his
point.
In discussing point no. 2, Dr.
Anghinetti
noted
that
disproportionate gaps emerge
because of percentage-rate
application of merit pay. We
can see that even when this
"system" is used the "percentage" .still sways in fav!)r of
some like Psychology, and
against others, especially
_English, Modern Languages,
etc. For example:

Merit increase for 1973-7-1
...
"With one year's service at
RIC his salary equals Faculty
A with eleven years· service!
And this parity is achieved in
spite of the fact that Faculty A
received six merit increments
at RIC!''
Further he said that "lt
becomes obvious that time in
rank or service at RIC means
litlle or nothing. The absence
of a step system rewards lesser
service and discriminates
against longevity."
Responses from reliable
sources on indiscriminate
rewards went like this:
"OPI's should be given as
rewards for service above and
beyond - good teaching is not
above and beyond.that's
what faculty are paid for."

I

··There is a fairness problem
- one. member might get on
OPI one vear because he didn't
get one the year before. while
the other person <the one who
received an OPI previously l
would not. even though he
deserved it more."
"Any kind of reward system
is corrupting."
"OPI's being carried from
year to year mean that a
person gets rewarded for a
single year's act."
· 'There
should
be
a
correlation between the stated
criteria for giving an OPI and
the OPI itself. However, merit
is not quantifiable. There are
no set criteria
for OPrs
anyway."
"The principle of reward
makes sense - the mechanism
never makes sense."
"Some people here would be
paid more if they taught in high
school."
Dr. Anghinetti also pointed
out that "the theoretical one<Set>next

page. "Salary Inequity">

HSearch" Committee Gives Veep
Recommendations
to Pres. Willard
the RIC-AFT (see below),
According to a reliable
contending that no equivalent
source, the Search Committee
for candidates to the post of data existed ---ror the other
Vice-President for Academic . candidates being evaluated.
Affairs has made its recommendations
to President
Dr. Willard is quoted by
Charles B. Willard. (see reliable sources as saying
related story below).
"Beringer is unacceptable to
Mr. F. Marshall Beringer me." The apparatus of the
received the unanimous ap- selection process calls for the
proval of the committee, a vote recommendation to President
of 10-0.Mr. William H. Taft and Willard of three names by the
Dean of Arts and Sciences Search Committee. Dr. Willard
Ridgway Shinn received the then passes the three names on
second and third positions with to the Board of Regents with
votes of 7-3 each.
his recommendations. That is,
According to sources, the Dr. Willard notes, along with
comJllittee DID NOT take into the recommendations, which.~..,:...,--~
account
the
"Dean's
of the candidates he favors
Evaluation'.' poll condnrtPrl by most hig~y.

Candidates for V.P. Evaluated: One Open Poll, One Secret Poll
On October 19th, a screening
committee began its work
selecting
candidates
for
recommendation to fill Dr.
Charles Willard's old job as
Vice-President for Academic
Affairs.
This, of course, is a' very key
position, since it sits at the
apex of the most important
committees in the college. A
number of candidates have
stepped forward and have been
screened. Among them was
one candidate who pr.esented a
very good, initial impression
until one of the members of the
screening committee checked
his credentials and found out
he was a fraud, that he had
misrepresented himself. He
was disqualified.
One of the most prominent
candidates, and one whom
many of our sources feel is a
shoo-in for the job, is Dr.
Ridgeway Shinn, present Dean
of Arts and Sciences.

DEAN SHINN
AND THE FACULTY I

prominent.
This poll was
conducted by RIC's American
Federation of Teachers (AFT),
the official bargaining agent
for the faculty .. This poll was
entitled "Dean's Evaluation"
and included the names of all
the academic deans. The deans
w~re rated on a variety of
subjective points on a scale of
one to seven.
The principle
difference
between the AFT and the
AAUP's polls is the matter of
open discussion of iacts. The
AFT poll has been kept under
wraps for some time for
reasons we have been unable to
discern. Two faculty members
suggested that the poll was
being held in camera to protect
Dean Shinn until after the
decision for the Veep post was
made.

What makes this turn of
affairs newsworthy is that
many faculty members feel a
great deal of resentment
towards him. This obvious ire
is reflected in the rating given
him in comparison to the other
leading contenders for the
Veep post in a poll conducted
by
RI C's
American
Association
of University
Professor (AAUP). The AAUP
printed results of their poll in
"The Briefs" last week and
they are reprinted
below.
Though Dean Shinn is rated
second in the "outstanding"
column, his rating in the
"lacks
desired
characteristics" column is lower than
the marks of any other c,andidate in any other category,
except one.·
An~ther poll was conducted
Dr. John Finger, President
by a faculty union recently in of the AAUP, however,
which Dean Shinn·s name was defended the AFT's actions. "I

think
it's
a matter
.of
professional judgement," he
s_aid, noting that the poll was
conducted voluntarily and was
their's to do with as they
pleased. Further, Dr. Finger
and other faculty members
suggested that some of the
deans listed in the rating might
be hurt for no good reason if
their facclty evaluation were
made public.

our interest in this poll to
several faculty members.
Results from that poll are
compiled below. We have
omitted mentioning the names
of the other deans and their
ratings since they are not in the
running for Veep. Since the poll
belongs to the AFT, we feel
that if they wish to rate all the
dean's, they will do so in their
own due time. However, we
feel that the decision regarding
We agree
with
that Dean Shinn's merits for the
assessment. A photo copy of Veep job must be made witr. all
one page of the poll's results, the pertinent information in
listing items 4 through 26, was the open and that his standing
mailed anonymously to the with the faculty is especially
ANCHOR after we mentioned pertinent.
Dean Shinn's Rating: AFT Poll
(scale of 1 to 7)
Category

Rating (median)
5.3

Integrity
Sound Judgement
Academic Leadership
Administrative leadership
Considers faculty views
Humaneness
No favoritism
THE AAUP POLL OF FACULTY OPINION on R.I.C. vice-presidential candidates-has
Communication with faculty
been completed and the results appear below. One hundred and twenty-four ballots were
Visibility outside
received; it is important to note that this is more than the number of faculty who actually went to
Organizes office
the interviews- some responded after reading the vita.
Faculty Participation
Supports Department_
Lacks desired
Cannot rate
Stimulates Ideas
Name of Candidate
Outstanding
Acceptable
Characteristics
Candidate
Stimulates Profession devel.
Balance long-short rg. (?)
F. Marshall Beringer
45
28
12
25
Understands
modern education
Hendrik C. deBruin
7
39
33
Z7
Personal relations
John Michael Parsey
12
36
·32
28
Aware of faculty concerns
RidgwayF. Shinn,Jr.
39
28
44
8
, ·Flexible
William H. Taft
31
45
11
23
Attention to board issues
Attention to detail
, Mark Goldman, Secretary
Consistent
1,
'
1.

·"

4.8

5.2
5.3
4.0
4.5
4,7
4.2

4.7
5.8

4.6
5.3
4.7
5.2
5.1
5.5
4.5
4.9

4.3
4,5
4.5
, , 4.2.,.

place among
7 deans
6th
5th
tied for 1st
2nd
tied for last
last
6th
5th
3rd
2nd
tied for 4th
2nd
tied for 2nd
2nd
tied for 2nd
tied for 2nd
6th
5th
tied for 5th
4th
5th

tith

......
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Tiernan Responds to
Impeachment Editorial

Salary Inequities
<Continued

from previous

1972-73 Distribution of Faculty
Salaries, Per Academic Year

page>

third principle is, in fact, twothirds or more for some
departmens, and one-fifth or
1 compiled b~· Dr.
less for others."
To the Editor:
Thank you for your letter expressing the views of tty.e
We are somewhat perplexed
editorial board of the ANCHOR on impeachment of the
by those faculty who "forget
what OPl's are"; more often
President.
It has been my firm position /or several months that grounds
than not these forgetters are
J.
J.
/or impeachment exist. Mr. Nixon's recent attempts to obstruct
the ones who get them, and
justice have highlighted the need to initia~e impeachm~nt
then we talk to those who were
proceedings. The House Judiciary Committee is now inrecommended
but never
vestigating the grounds for impeachment and _Iwill conti_n~~ to
received; they can tell you $22, 500 to 22,999
insist that the House of Representatives face tts respons1b1ltty.
what they are right away. Here
Although there is a cloud over the Administration, I believe
are some samples of the
22, 000 to 22, 499
1
that Co11gress should go forward with the confirmation of Gerald
typical OPI conversations we
21,500
to
21,999
2
Ford. While I do not share most of his political views, tl)is should
held with faculty who are nq.t
not be a criteria for ccmfirmation. The Constitution has outlined a part of our reliable sourses:
21,000 to 21,499
process for selecting a successor to the Vice-Presidency, and
Anchor; "How do you feel
partisan politics should not hinder this prot;;ess.
20, 500 to 20,999
about OPI's?"
1
The Constitution has set guidelines for the legislators to
Faculty Member: "OPl's?
20,000 to 20,499
2
follow in governing our country. I will follow those-guidelines and
What's that?
,
insist my colleagues do the same.
Anch,;,r: "You know, Out3
19, '500 to 19,999
Sincerely,
standing
Performance
9
19,
19,499
000
to
ROBERT 0. TIERNAN
Increments".
Member of Congress
F.~.: "Well, they'.re alright.
18, 500 to 18,999
2
I received one last year ..." And
18, 000 to 18,499
2
this:
A.: ''What do you think of
l 7, 500 to l 7, 99 9
6
OPI's?
F .M.: "I heartily disapprove
17,000to
2
17,499
of them. I didn't get one..."
On the whole we were baited
16
16,500 to .16, 999
on more by recipients than
· To: Those in charge of the Dining Center
9
16, 000 to 16,499
nonreceivers. They would try
Re: Closing of Donovan's Snack Bar last Tuesday night
to get an idea of how much we
Dear Sirs,
15·, 500 to 15,999
Thanks a lot for telling us ahead of time that you were going really knew about the matter,
and when it became clear that
to close the Donovan Snack Bar and Dining Center last Tuesday
15, 000 to 15,499.
we were well oriented, they
night November 20. There are people who have evening classes
14, 500 to 14, 999
wouldop.enup, especially when
and have to eat in the.Dining Center before,or after class. Thanks
for. leaving us at the mercy of the Student Center for supper,
they became aware that we
14, 000 to 14,499
where we had candy, hot drinks, and soda and ice cream · possess a list of last year's OPI
13,500 to 13,999
machines at our disposal, none of which offer .a nourishing
receivers.
supper. Of course by the time we.got out of our 4:15 classes and
One reliable source looks at ·
13. ooo'to 1 3. 4 9 9
· found the Snack Bar closed, it was too late to go elsewhere to eat
the problem of lack of reward
and get back in time for a 7: 15 class. Thanks again for telling us for long service and inequity
12, 5 0 0 to 12, 9 9 9
this way:
ahead of time.
12. 000 to 12,499
"The root of the problem of
Sincerely,
Betty Mournighan, Cheryl Whalen, Louise Brennan, Barbara
salary inequities goes back
i-----rrr.tillwell, Sheila Moran, ·Marie Ha-wkes, Pauline Dumas, Laurie
11, 500 to 11, 999
<Continued on P. 16)
Smith, Ann Marie Pauley, Ann Tallman, Susan Wade, Paula
11,000 to 11,499
Russo, Rachel Guistie, Jack Scalon and Disgruntled Members of
Dr. Caspar's chemistry 103 classes.
1 0, 5 0 0 to 10, 9 9 9

Shut-Outs Protest
Donovan Closing

$20,000 Approved for Fine Arts
< submitted

by R. Dannecker, Student Parliament)

At the November 14, 1973 better. Why not stop into Room
meeting of the Student 310 of the Student Union and
Parliament a budget of at least see what you can do?
$20,000 to be used during the
The Parliament showed their
1974-1975school year by the .support for President Haupt by before a scheduled Parliament
fine arts series was approved. approving
his financial meeting, an agenda of that
This budgetary guarantee
proposals. These proposals meeting will be posted. The
allows the fine arts series to include: (1) the division of the agenda will include the time
make advance selection of athletics activities tax and the and place of the meeting, the
artists.
Each December student activiti~ tax. (2) an items that will be discussed
members of the fine arts series increase in the student ac- and a notice that everyone is
travel to a convention where tivities tax and (3) the ex- welcome to express their views
many
performers
are tention of the student activity on any matter
before
available-. The advance tax to all graduate, non- Parliament.
booking allows the fine arts matric, and part time students.
The first notice to be posted
series to bring major per- Pr~ently these students do not was
that
the
Student
formers at a reasonable cost to pay a tax but would nqw pay a Parliament fully supports the
RIC. In the long run the $20,000 tax at the rate of $3.00 per Blood Drive to held on
encumberance
saves the credit. A referendum to deter- November 28, 1973between the
student body money.
mine the will of the student pours of ioand 2 in the Student
Also
discussed
were body will be held. At this Union Ballroom. The Blood
proposed changes in the referendum graduate, part Drive is being sponsored by the
grading system of the college. time and nonmatrics will be Rhode Island college students
Last year two members of allowed to vote on the extention ' for community service. With
Parliament,
Mr. Robert of the fee to themselves. The the upcoming holidays there is
Misenor and Dr. Herbert proposal was introduced at the a likeliliood that blood will be
Winter, proposed the idea of previous Parliament meeting in short supply. By giving
adding the grades of B+and by President Haupt and at this blood, you also benefit your
c+. It was felt that A grade, to meeting was officially adopted family. If you give blood, then
be figured into the cumulative as policy. The referendum will two other member of your
index, between grades of C and be held upon the decision of the family and yourself are enB or Band A were needed. This President.
titled to free blood if needed. At
proposal along with the
In an effort to let the College the cost of $45.00 a pint this
possible continuation of the Community become aware of could be quite a savings. The1
credit - no credit option are the dealings of the Student Parliment
therefore
en- presently before. the Ad Hoc Parliament, a number of of- courages every student. to do
Committee on grading and ficial notice posters have been his or her part.
withdrawal.
While
the distributed throughout the
An amendment to the
Parliament did not take a Student- Union and Dining Student Community Governformal vote on these proposals Center. These posters will ment Constitution was inthe pro's and con's of each announce
the important
troduced by Representative
were discussed. Your support d~isions that the Parliament Paul De Blois. The amendment
and opinions are needed to has made on behalf of the would allow Parliament to
make Rhode Island College students. One or two days have the final say in all

I

Paul :\nghinetti
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10, 000 to 10, 499
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9, 000 to 9,499

13

8,500

to 8,999

4

8,000

to 8, 499 -

1

7,500

to 7,999

1

- financial matters. Presently
there is a five member finance
commission which makes
recommendations on yearly
budgets aµd decides on supplemen tal budget requests.
The chairman of the Finance
Commission, who is the
treasurer of Parliament, must
submit a monthly report to
Parliament. The Parliament
has final say on the yearly
budgets and approved the
appointments to the Finance
Commission. The President of
Parliament, who serves as an
ex-officio' member of the
Finance Commissioµ, has a
veto power over all ·actions of
the commission. The commission can appeal the
President's
veto to the
Parliament,
where
the
President's decision can be
changed. As can he seen, there
is a complete system of checks
and balances in all financial
matters. If the Constitutional
Amendment passes, then all
the power will rest in the hands
of one ·group, not three
(Parliament, Finance Commission and the President of
Parliament). If the amendment were passed, groups
would have no way of appealing a decision. It might be
noted that the old Student
Senate had the power to act on
all financial matters. Some

members of Parliament expressed the opinion that this
was one of the major problems
with· the Senate's reputation
and one of the causes of its
downfall. The authors of the
Parliament Constitution have
said that the present wording
was designed to prevent the
same from happening to
Parliament and to put the
financial decisions in the hands
of three groups, with a series of
checks and' balances, rather
than one.
CO~STITUTIONS

The Constitution of the
Cheerleaders
Club was
ref erred to the Constitutions
Committee.
FINANCE

The Finance Gommission
approved, on condition, an
allocation of $1000.00to the Art
Club. The original request was
for $3,051.10to cover field trips,
models, exhibition expenses,
etc. The commission cut the
request and asked that the Art
Club rewrite and submit a
detailed budget.
The Chess Club requested
$182.20. The request was
granted in full.
President Haupt requested a
redistribution
of Student
Parliament internal fund. The ·
redistribution would place
$80.00 in the telephone fund,
(Please

turn to $20,000, Pg. 6)
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Some Hard Data on OPI's
MPrit Increases

for 197~-74

Total number of merit recommendations by department chairman
Total number of merit recommendations approved by Deans
Merit approved for the Division of Arts and Sciences
Merit denied for the Division of Arts and Sciences
Merit approved for the Division of Educational Studies
Merit denied for the Division of Educational Studies
Breakdown according to Departments:
Division of Arts and Sciences

Del_)artment
Anth./Geo.·
Art
Biology
Economics
English
History
Mathematics
-Mod. Languages
Music
Physical Science
Political Science
Sociology
Speech/Theater
Division of Educational
Counselor Ed.
Ed. Administration
Physical Ed.
Industrial Ed.
Instr. Technology
Psychology
Secondary Ed.
Special Ed.
Henry Barnard School·
Curriculum Center

Department Recommendations

135
115

68
10

47
10

AFT Releases New

Number Aooroved

6
5

·5

9

8

3
10
8

3
8

Poll on Merit P,ay

5

The Rhode Island College American Federation,of"Teachers
(AFT) recently distributed a poll to faculty members on the
8 - issue of merit pay, or OPl's ( discussed fully in the last issue of
the ANCHOR). The poll was completed and will be published in
8
9
the AFT's newsletter, to be distributed November 30th.
2
5
There are 350 faculty
5 60% of these members members in the AFT. Approximately
5
responded to the poll. The results are
6
6
printed below, along with the polling in~trument.
1
3
1. The practice of awarding OPl's should be eliminated.
3
3
m~
.
5
~~
8
Studies
2. The practice of awarding OPl's should be retained if OPl'-s
would be handled substantially the same way as last year.
1
1
44 Yes
117 No
39 No Answer
1
1
3. The practice of awarding OPl's should be retained if
8
11
procedures can be ·negotiated to produce more equitable
2
3
results than last year.
86Yes
1
·
64No
50NoAnswer
2
10.
4. If OPI's were to be retained, the names of the recipients
10
should be made-public.
4
4
175Yes
34No
lBNoAnswer
4
4
5. If OPl's were to be retained, the specific reasons for making
5
6
individual awards should be made public.
1
1
133Yes
65 No
18No Answer
6. -if OPl's were to be retained, no faculty member should :
receive more than one unit of increment in any given year.
138Yes
63 No
12No Answer
7. If OPI's were to be retained, the value ·of each unit of in--'---._....
crement should be~
124-$200.00
57 Other32NoAnswer
8. In the current year faculty received an "across the b~d"
<from Page 5)
increase of 4%; a satisfactory performance increment of
4.75%; 3/4% was set aside for OPl's; 10% which was the
maximum amount that we were able to bargain. If OPI's
create a $225,00travel fund for throughout October 31, 1973.
were to be retained, what percent of the funds available for
reimbursement purposes and The Parliament
has spent
increments should be set aside for them?
cut the Xerox Account to $45.00 $1,346..93.
100 3/4% of 1%.
··
On Tuesday, November 20,
The redistribution was ap31 increase percent to the Class of '74 held a meeting
proved by the Finance ComAPPOINTMENTS
32 decrease the percent to mission.
President Haupt made the to discuss class advisors,
43 No Answer
A recommendation that the following
commencement,
and the
recommendations
9. Assuming that the "across the board" portion of the salary
Student Parliament approve a for appointments
to com- yearbook. Unfortunately, as is
increase is a fixed percentage of your present salary, the
$20,000.00budget for Fine Arts mittees: Mr. Paul De Blois to the case with most class
satisfactory performance increment should be:
for next year 0974-75) so they the Apportionment Committee meetings, there was a poor
117 a fixed dollar _amount for all faculty
can make contracts for that and the Academic Grievance · attendance, .however, those
92 a fixed percentage of your present salary
year.
Committee; and Mr. Mike who did attend eagerly donated
5 No answer
.
A fund of $400.00 was Salois to the Academic
their time and efforts for the 10. An additional salary category for adjustment for increased
established to cover the cost of Grievance
qualifications, ( such as earning a doctorate) while employed
Procedure
and future endeavors of the class.
the referendum on the student Grading Committee.
at the College should be added
It was unanimously decided to
activity fee raise.
98Yes
_ Certain
108No
College
8NoAnswer
a.nd ask Dave Ames and Joseph
President Haupt ordered
Parliament committees still Creedon,
our
college
four inactive student accounts have vacancies. The openings chaplains, to serve as our coclosed. These were: Rhode on College Committees are:
advisors. We are happy to
..--..
.-----..
...---... ..----. ,---.,,.
Island Youth Vote, inactive the Committee on College announce that they have ac,--- -- '--',--.-... '-,_.__.,, ........,__...
___,-----------....,_,.,. '----"'
''---"
'---"
since spring of 1972; Rhode Lectures, two positions; the cepted the position.
Island College Draft Inf or- Committee on Conditions and
It was decided to hold a fundmation, ordered closed by last Services, one position; the raiser to defray the costs that
year's Student Parliament
Library Advisory Committee, seniors must pay for their
President, but never carried one position; the Committee, yearbook. Some suggestions
out:
Political
Speakers
on Student Regulations, three were a Las Vegas Night and a
Bureau, abolished by last positions; the Committee on mixer. Possible events for a
year's Student Parliament:
Undergraduate
<\dmissions, senior week were also talked
Several comments
were
and Exodus 1972, has been one position; the Bookstore about. As a result, a social passed on to us after the report below does not. The dean may
·not alter the order of the lists
inactive for most of 1973. The Advisory Committee,
one committee was formed to on OPI's in the last issue of the pres·ented to her or him. ·
money saved by closing these position; and the Student
carry through these proposals.
Anchor. · OPI's are "OutThe suggestion was taken
accounts ·was $300.00 from Activities Governing Effort, Suggestions
for
com- standing
Performance
from
the actions of one unRhode Island Youth Vote, one
position.
mencement and convocation Increments" or merit pay.
Student
named
department.
That
$68.53 from Exodus 1972, Parliament Committees are are still open to discussion.
The most interesting com- department submitted a list of
$580.00 from The Political
not usually limited in there
There will be another
ment was a tip on how a ten names for OPI's. The
Speakers Bureau and $525.00 membership. They are the meeting
on
Tuesd,ay,
department
play beat the number ten slot was filled by a
from R.I.C. Draft Information· Constitutions
Committee,
December 11, at 7 p.m., in the system. As was explained in faculty
member
whose
Center. President Haupt saved Research Committee, Com- Student Union Ballroom, to the OPI report, department
qualifications
approached
the students $1,473.53.
mittee on Committees, Ad Hoc continue discussion of social chairpersons. submit lists of sainthood. That is, it would
be
In accordance with Student Grievance Procedure Com- and commencement events.
names of deserving faculty impossible, inappropriate and
Parliament Policy, treasurer
mittee and Ad Hoc Calender Participation by members of members to Dean Ridgway in bad taste not
to give this
Elaine Quigley submitted the Committee. Anyone interested the class is urgently needed to Shinn or another appropriate
faculty person an OPI. So,
required quarterly report. This in being appointed to any of help in all these activities. If dean. That dean will
then following the groundrules for
report detailed the financial these
committees
should you are interested but cannot
determine a cut-off line for that the awarding of OPI's, all nine
transactions
of
Student
contact Mr. Kenneth D. H;mpt, attend this meeting, drop a list, which, basically, says that
members above that person,
Community Government from Room 310, of the Student note in the Class of '74 mailbox,
everyone
above the line plus this beautiful teacher
the period July 1, 1973 Union.
S.U. Information Desk.
receives an OPI. everyone received OPI'S.

$20,000
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Tosca
by Dr. Albert
C. Salzberg

Andrea della Valle, Scarpia's
apartment in the Farnese
Palace, and the terrace of the
prison-was conventional and
shown in full light. The first

Records

- Here

They Come
by W.C. Collette

An exciting performance of
Puccini's
Tosca
by the
Goldovsky
Grand
Opera
Theater on Sunday evening
November 19th was the latest
offering in the Rhode Island
College Fine Arts Series. Tosca
(1900), based on the Victorian
Sardou play which was once a
vehicle for Sarah Bernhardt, is
one of the gems of the verismo
school of opera. Although it has
been called by some "a cheap
little melodrama," (I am not
sure what an opulent big
melodrama would be like) and
some English professors have
lumped it together with all the
"bad" drama before the
twentieth
century,
Tosca
works on the stage. It contains
political idealism, love, lust,
jealousy, torture, murder,
suicide, and a title role that has
enchanted
sopranos from
Maria Jeritza (Puccini's ideal
Tosca) through Callas and
Tebaldi to Monserrat Caballe,
who looks like a three-tiered
wedding cake but sings
gloriously. The name of Boris
Goldovsky is familiar to
listeners to the Metropolitan
Opera Saturday afternoon
broadcasts where h has given
many an erudi
and entertaining
musical
and
dramatic
analysis of the
broadcast opera. It was, then,
interesting to find out what the
Goldovsky
Grand
Opera
Theater would do with Puccini's masterpiece, and the
verdict
is a thoroughly
professional job.
The principals of the story of
Tosca, se,t in totalitarian Rome

two failed to suggest the
opulence and spaciousness one
associates with Metropolitan
Opera productions, and no
fifty-member
ecclesiastical
procession led by a cardinaJ in
full regalia crossed the stage at
the end of Act I. The only
serious failing, however, was
the lack of the parapet from
which Tosca hurls herself into
space; in this production she
appeared to run away from her
pursuers,
confusing some
members of the audience.
All the players were singing
actors, aware of the necessity
for convincing movement and
gesture as well as voice. While
the English translation annoyed some of those who knew
the opera and kept expecting
the familiar words to come, it
helped those experiencing
Tosca for the first time.
Brunette Tosca's jealousy
when she finds her lover
painting a blonde Madonna
that resembles the Marchesa
Attavanti brought chuckles as
she insisted more than once
that he changed the blue eyes
to brown. For the most part the
diction was clear and one could
follow the words except in the
loudest orchestral surges. The
musicians responded well to
the conducting of Benton Hess
and played with precision most
of the time; in the-confines of
Roberts Hall one forgot that a
full symphony orchestra was
not present.
Alexander Stevenson as
Cavaradossi
looked
the
romantic lead although his
tenor was small and weak at
the top. His "Victorious!"
outburst when he learns that

of 1800, are Floria Tosca, a
famous singer, her lover Mario
Cavaradossi, amateur painter
and political activist, and
Baron Scarpia, the sybaritic
and ruthless chief of police.
While investigating the escape
of a political prisoner named
Angelotti, Scarpia discovers
the
involvement
of
Cavaradossi and plans to use
the latter to gain possession of
Tosca, for whom he lusts.
Scarpia
has Cavaradossi
arrested, tortured, and sentenced to death in order to
force Tosca into his arms.
When Scarpia tries to claim his
prize, however, Tosca stabs
him to death. In the final act
the so-called mock execution of
Cavaradossi turns out to be all
too real. Tosca, pursued by
Scarpia's agents who have
discovered his body, jumps to
her death from the prison
terrace, declaring that God
will be the judge of their actions.

Robert Fisher was a sinister
figure as the villainous
Scarpia, all in black incJuding
high leather boots, he showed a
nazi-like bearing, the insinuating arrogance of power
and
lightly
veiled
lecherousness.
His lyric
baritone required pushing to
convey his dramatic intent.
Since the Goldovsky singers
alternate roles it is presumable
that Richard Crawford, who
played
Angelotti,
may
sometimes bring his black
baritone timbr~ to the part of
the villain.

The staging of the tnree
scenes·- the church of Sant

The vocal star of the evening
was Jacklyn Schneider, who

Napoleon has dealt dictatorship a blow was transposed down at least a third so
that he could command enough
volume for the dramatic effect.

Yes, here they come.
They're coming to get you. The
various record companies are
releasing a lot of material
during the months of October,
November and December
making sure they'll be raking
in the bucks due to an abundance of birthdays or at least
because of Christmas. An
obscure philosopher once said,
"Money talks, nobody walks."
With the prices of records what
they are today, somebody's got
to be making something
somewhere.
There are a h 11ge amount of
new releases presently out or
at least on their way in a few
weeks. There being so many
good records out now, it would
be difficult to review all of
them (obviously and also a bit
expensive.) but I've run across
two _!!ldeedworth mentioning.
First off, after being more or
less plagued with playing
"Black Magic Woman", "Evil
Ways" or other related
material for the past few years
Carlos (Devadip) Santana has
finally decided to dump it all
and search for a new direction.
WELCOME (Columbia PC
32445) culminates
Carlos'
search and the style contained
within is definitely a welcome
change. If you were a diehard
Santana freak before but could
not get into any type of
progressive, spiritual Latin
music (i,e. the crowd at the
Santana show at the Civic
Center was noticably bored by
some of the newer material he
was playing and did not get
going until they played a very
poor version of "Black Magic

has sung Tosca with Sarah
Caldwell's company in an
English language version she
characterized as less poetic
than the one we were hearing.
She gave the impression of
being a seasoned professional
with a large, resonant voice,
easily capable of riding the
orchestral
climaxes
and
flexible enough to admit many
colors· and shadings. She
conveyed the personality of
Tosca more fully than many a
famous diva-imperious,
yet
insecure, gifted and beautiful
yet pathetically jealous, and
withal passionate enough to
commit murder.

Woman" in which most of the
music and some of the lyrics
were forgotten by the band but
appeared to go totally unnoticed by the audience.), then
this album is definitely not for
you. The opening of side one
alone displays a new sound for
Santana with the incorporation
of a mellatron to go along with
the acoustic (grand) piano,
electric piano and organ.
Santana being close friends
with
Mahavishnu
John
McLaughlin,
has become
deeply interested in eastern
religious philosophies and
adopted these beliefs into his
way of life.
The conversion was evident
in some instances in Santana's
previous Columbia album,
CARAVANSERAI but the
"feeling" was not definite until
now. This "mystical feeling",
if you will, is very evident on
such cuts as ''Love, Devotion
and Surrender", "Yours Is The
Light", "Flame-Sky",
and
John Coltrane's "Welcome".
There is still a Latin feel
present but it is nowhere near
as dominant and overpowering
as it was at one time.
Santana has also gone
through a lot of changes since
the original band with only
Carlos, Maitreya
Michael
Shrieve (drums) and Jose
Chepito Areas (timbales,
congas
and
percussion)
remaining. The present (and I
would consider the best he's
had) band consists of Armando
Peraza (congas, percussion),
Richard Kermode, formerly of
Malo (mellatron, organ, piano
and electric piano), Tom
Coster (pianos, organ), Doug
Rauch (bass),
and Leon
Thomas, best known for his
vocal work with P.haraoh
Sanders on his album, THE
CREATOR HAS A MASTER
PLAN. Also on the album (but
not actually in the band) are
Wendy Haas of AZTECA and
Flora Purim. Don't misunderstand me, this album isn't
s_ospacey that it would put you
to sleep. On the contrary. It is a
moody, fast-paced album that
deserves attention.

The second album I listened
to is definitely a far cry from
the spirituality of Santana's
music. Ringo Starr's new solo
LP, RINGO (SWAL3413)is the
closest thing to a reunion of the
Beatles as we'll probably ever
come to. Although all four are
on the album, they're never all
on any one particular cut.
Lennon, Harrison and Ringo
start off side one with a Lennon
composition,
"I'm
the
Greatest", a sort of funky type'
of tune with a definite Lennonsty led
vocal
line
and
As one member of the· Harrison's
unmistakeable
audience put it, this production guitar. Following "I'm the
of Tosca was "together," and Greatest"
was a Randy
well worth seeing.
Newman song, "Hold On"

featuring Marc Bolan on
guitar, "Photograph" (one of
four songs by Ringo, Harrison
and Vini, Poncia.), a George
Harrison production number
complete with the lush strings
and vocal backings and 3 or 4
acoustic guitars thrown in for
effect, "Sunshine Life for Me",
with Ringo
backed
by
Harrison, the Band, David
Bromberg and Klaus Voorman
and "You're Sixteen", with
producer Richard Perry incorporating a definite Neil
Sedaka sound and Paul McCartney doing a kazoo solo.
Side two opens with "Oh My
My", another Ringo & Co.
composition this time with
assistance
and inspiration
from Billy Preston, who was at
one time a session man with
the Beatles, "Step Lightly", by
Ringo again, "Six O'Clock", a
Paul & Linda McCartney tune
bearing a definite McCartney
sound,
"Devil
Woman",
another Ringo tune, and "You
and Me Babe", a HarrisonMal Evans (of Badfinger)
composition closing out the
side with Starr thanking
everyone who played on the
album including "your friend
and mine, Ringo Starr."
Since the Beatle breakup,
Ringo has been the busiest and
I feel most versatile member
of the band going from rock to
country to films (Larry the
Dwarf in 200 MOTELS) and
back again to a sort of fusion of
the various styles of music he's
been into.
RINGO (on Apple) won't
make album of the year but
when held in comparison with
the sort of dribble that has
been appearing lately such as
"We're an American Band"
(Grand Funk), "Heartbeat
I t ' s a Lovebeat"
(The,
DeFranco
Family),
"The
Sweet" (The Sweet) and
anything by Three Dog Night
Richard Starkey, M.B.E. is·~
a very comfortable musical
position. It's worth looking
into.
Skip Messier
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by Janet Rothbart

In Concert:
Dave Van

~ Ronk

&
Jon Polee
1

By Janet Rothbart

At Roberts Auditorium last
Thursday night, Jon Polee and
Dave van Ronk put on an
evening of folk music which
had as its only fault, that it was
perhaps too brief a time to
really appreciate the works of
both performers.
.
Polee, the better known of
the two (at least around
Providence, his home town,)
was well received, though his
performance was generally
low-keyed and subdued. Polee,
however, is not new to the
college, as he introduc~d
himself last year in the cof~
feehouse, (and is, by the way,
currently considering a return
engagement sometime in the
near future.) ·
It became obvious, as soon
as Polee came out, that he had
had some, it not considerable,
background
in classical
guitar; in his music, (most of
which are his own originals,)

etc.), not all of them his own
writing, were performed, as
well as almose· the entire
second side of his most recent
album, Songs for. Ageing
Children.
.
It was a fun performance, it

is clear to see that Van Ronk is
a
seasoned
folksinger,
especially in the song he
performed for an encore,
which he did without any music
at all, and revealed the entire
quality of his voice, the rough
edges of his gutsy blues voice
sticking to our ears long after
the concert was over.
It was undoubtedly a varied
two hours. Van Ronk and .Jon
Polee could not be much more
different except that they are
both folksingers. Though both
voices have good range, Polee
is smooth, he accompanies his
music. Van Ronk has amazing
texture, the kind that comes
_with experience, and is even
more poignant without the
music to back him up; he is not
really a technical guitarist, he
strums, and his voice really
needs no music. It stnad,
almosUJetter, by itself. It is the
mu~c.
~

Credit: Bob Neal

he uses complex finger patIn an interview later with the
terns combined with a slow, two performers, I spoke first to almost balladic tempo. His Dave van Ro~, and asked him
voice, which possesses a fine about two of his old bands, the
tonal range, is used also like Hudson Dusters and the Red
another instrument
to ac- Onion Jazz Band. The Hudson
company his guitar, and ap- Dusters had broken up, he
pears to be almost as im- said, because of economic
portant as the lyrics them- problems, though Red Onion
selves. Polee himself had was still around,
semisomewhat
modest
stage professional
as ever, and
presence and appeared rather would stay around as long as
shy, (although when I spoke Bob Thompson decided to play
with him later he was less drums for ,them. He said also
reticent than Dave van RQnk, that he himself was not doing
who has probably been through · as many performances
as
,,,toomany reviewers.) His last years ago: he used to work six
piece was an old favortie, days a week, and "wouldn't do
which warmed the audience up that now if-you paid me.'' He is
considerably, "By the Time planning on 'doing more
We Got to Woodstock," in recording, however, to make
which he once more demon- up for it, which brought us
strated a powerful voice and a around to the subject of his
fine guitar, especially in the album, Ageing Children. The
sobs. Despite the small tur- ~ressure to use an orchestra
nout, he received an en- had not been his idea, on the
thusiastic response.
·
last album; the new one would
Dave van Ronk was next, have considerably less and
and handled the audience with more selective use of the orhis usual easy control. A great chestra, consisting of country
many songs from his first and folk blues, more his style.
albums, ("He Was a Friend of
Jon Polee has also just
Mine," "Swinging On a Star," released a new album in New

York, which he recorded with
Ken Lyon just before he came
out to Rhode Island to do this
concert. Released on the
Columbia label, it will reflect a
change from his old work,
having more to do with rock,
blues, country, and harmony
arrangements for voice. In
retrospect, he looked at the
other old,groups he had, passed
through: Reign, basically an
acid-rock band, Flesh, who did
heavy blues, (Jeff Beck-type
stuff,) and his latest band,
Tombstone Blues Band, with
whom he feels most confortable,
really
a
conglomeration of all his past
history. Polee plans to stay
with this band for a while,
finding it easier to work in a
,group rather than by himself,
(as formerly). "You can explore extremes, experiment
more," he said, although he
added that it's harder to keep a
group together than one person.~
Both Jon Polee and Dave van
Ronk, when questioned on the
way they felt the trends of folk
music were headed, especially
in New York, (traditionally the
·center for music that's "made ·
it,") felt that things are not
now the way they used to be.
Van Ronk said that although
six new clubs were opening in
New York, which is more than
they've ever had there before,
folk was never universal, and
is not overly popular now.
"The quality isn't as good as it
was ten years ago, even though
the scene's more lively now,
than say, in the sixties. There's
mol'e home-grown talent. They
used to come from all over and
the home-grown stuff never
was much good."
Polee felt also, that "People
aren't going out for folk
anymore. It's way behind the
times. Just last year I was
getting ten dollars a night for a
performance;
people won't
talk to you unless you have an
album first. Folk doesn't really
pay."
It is encouraging to note,
however, that such factors
seem to deter neither Polee nor
Van
Ronk
nor
other
musicians, f~om performing
against the odds.
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R.I. Philharmonic

Hu~phack Whale,
Take a Bow
By Will Collette

The November 17th program
of the R. I., Philharmonic
Orchestra
had
a little
something for everyone. The
Orch~stra,
under Francis
Madeira, presented a very
sweet program, one that was
billed as "all-orchestral," that
served as an exposition for
each segment of the orchestra.
The performance opened
with
Tc ha i k o vs k y 's"Mozartiana" Suite (#4 'in G
maj.), a very clear and loving
tribute by Tchaikovsky to one
of his ff!vorite masters. The
Philharmonic dealt with this
rather slow piece with a
gripping sensitivity, doing
justice to Mozart's spirit and
Tchaikovsky's
inspired
emotionalism.
Barbara
Barstow, concert-mistress,
performed
an especially
moving violin solo in the fourth
movement,
"Theme
and
Variations."
The
second
selection,
"Francesca
da Rimini"Fantasia,
Op.
32
by
Tchaikovsky, provided quite a
contrast
to
the
first
Tchaikovsky choice. Where
"Mozarti{ln~" was light and
loving, "Francesca"
was
brooding and powerful.
''Francesca da Rimini" is
based on star-crossed lovers
wh<>meet an untimely end.
Tchaikovsky brooded over
Dante's Inferno· and the story
of Francesca haunted him.
Tchaikovsky asked that this:
note be attached
to the
program
of early . performances
of' this work:
"Leave all hope behind, all ye
who enter here.'' •
The rendition of this selection by the Philharmonic was
~arked by a particularly
aggressive performance by the
percussion section, especially
George Goneconto on timpani.
The feature work of the
evening, HAnd God Created
Great Whales,"
by Alan
Hovanhess, was simply incredible. Among the only
pieces of information I had
going into this performance
was that this work featured
recordings
of the sounds
produced by actual hump-back
whales and that this was the
•first time this work was done-in
Rhode Island. I did not know
,what to expect.
What actually did occur was
a remarkable blend of marv_elouslyshaped music tightly
fitted around tape played

sounds of these remarkable
animals. The music served as
an environment, as a kind of
sea for the once high-pitched,
and then amazingly lowpitched cries of the hump-back
whales. I cannot pinpoint of the
musical school that influenced
Mr. Hovaness' choice of score,
· for there were so many
dimensions to his work that
interpretation
is near impossible on only one listening.
There were obvious elements
of Asian influence, especially
in percussion, chimes, etc. His
work bore a simitarity to
Debussy's "La Mer" which
followed, but only carried a
clear mark of kinship to the
1
romanticism of Tchaikovsky.
It seemed to be a. most
challenging work that created
a most• commendable performance by Mr. Maderia and
the Philharmonic.
It was,
however, unfortunate
that
many
members
of the
audiehce . felt the need to
snicker
and lau~h
uncomfortably at the1r first
exposure to the wonder of the
humpback whale.
The last selection was
Claude Debussy's "La Mer", a
suite of three parts. Debussy is
among music's
foremost
painters\ of beautiful scenes,
"La Mer" being his highly
interpretive view of the sea.
Debussy is an experience that I
can descr.ibe only as being the
best example of the closeness
of the composer's score, the
poet's ·pen and the artist's
brush. The piece was superbly
executed by the Philharmonic.
In closing, I feel I must say a
few words about the environment
of the
R.I.
Philharmonic. Unfortunately,
I have had some of the enjoyment of the last two performances marred by some of
the rudest audiences I have
ever seen lor such events. In
both concerts, it seemed as
though I was in a section
reserved for people who didn't
really want to/be there. I have
been told that this is not just
isolated to the section where I
was seated. People throughout
the auditorium don't seem to
know enough to SHUT UP
during the music, do not seem
to be able to control their
boredom, applaud at the wrong
places
Oike after every
movement during .the Lorin
Hollander performance) and
in general, are not willing t~
extend minimal courtesies to
those who came to hear the
performance. Perhaps a small
note on. proper audience
courtesy could be .attached to
the Philharmonic program.

<Continued on P. 10)
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but not without some loss, and
Needless to say, the final Chinese people. It is a comes out of Formosa than
the loyal leader follows his victory of the Serpents over the humorous but heroic tale of the cheap toys, junky radios and
better instincts and returns to stuffy Abbott won the approval Monkey King, a kind of ''16th cheap labor. It should be noted
century Suoerman.''
that none of the names listed on
his liege and lord. I must of the crowd.
emphasize here t~at the form
"Chin Tung Yu Nu" (The - The Monkey King is . ac- the program denoted native
Formosan nation_ality; all
is much more important than Paper, Man) was a short but companied by a telented
retinue of' monkey attendants.
seemed to be of mainland
·
the
content,
an<;l
the
form
was
delightful
piece
of
Chinese
I
descent.
remarkable.
slapstick. The. paper· man was Each is an accomplished
,Chiang
Ching
banned
"Tien
Nu San Hua"
a doll that was burned at the acrobat and a mimic, imitating·
at
all
times
the
habits
and
traditional
opera
theatre
on the
<Heavenly Angel) featured , death of its master to provide
Chao Lan-fen, one of the the master with servants in the playfulness of a monkey. The mainland .for being decadent.
company's female leads, and hereafter. A passing Taoist measure of their success was After seeing opera theatre, I
by Will Collette
If the National Chinese four talented young women. priest playfully decides to give the delight they stirred in the can see justification for that
Opera Company plays nearby This work is primarily fl · the doll )ife. The following audience. The Monkey King feeling. For instance, the heros
in Boston or New York, I singing and dancing pumber interchange between the newly wishes to prove himself by in each drama were the
strongly advise you to see it. As focusing on the working of long vitalized doll and the servant of forcing his way into the Court generals, the dukes, spirits or
a . spectacle, the Natiol)alist silk ribbons in the air. The the household is a deliglit(ul of the Dragon King. To do that, queens. The Common people
Chinese company are· unique, twirling ribbons, each about low comedy that Max Sennett he must fight and defeat all of were portrayed merely as the
the aquatic demons the Dragon loyal, undistinguished tools of
would be proud of.
and their performance at the ten feet long, represent
•.~Erb Chin Kung" (Two King has sent to stop him. He whatever leader they belonged
Veteran.s. Auditorium
last heavenly winds and mists and
November 13th brought a are kept aloft only through Loyal Officials) is a set piece defeats in incredible displays to. When the common people
small miracle to Providence. great strength and skill. The selection lacin in ex osition :of jµdo and Kung-fu the Shrimp · took on leading roles, they
General, the· Turtle Marshall were portrayed
as being
A little background is at
and the forces of the Dragon. unintelligent or foolish, as ·in
propriate. As -an artform
His monkey minions join the "The Paper Man."
Opera Theatre has existed fo
the role of women was as
·battle and onstage, there were
centuries,
back to whe::
up to ten acrobats tumbling subservient
to men. The
western Man was playing ree,
and fighting allegorical bat- female stars, for instance,
flu,tes to· his goats. It was
ties. The Monkey King even- were made to,sing in a falsetto,
popular form dramatizing in ;
tuallJ wins out and receives a which not only reduced their
simple, yet highly stylize1
fabled fighting instrument, a range and volume, but ·which
format the legends of th
long metal rod which he must have created a great
Chinese people. Staging is ver:•
shrinks to the size of a pin and strain on their voices. I saw no
simple, usually only to chair ·
stores inside his ear. ·
fem ale performers who apand a table, arranged ii
The program closed to wild peared to be over 25 years old.
various ways to symboliz,
appl;;tuse and on the . second I wonder if this requirement
anything from a mountainto
c~tain-call, the stars of the causes an early end to their
to a temple to two chairs and .
company trotted out with a careers.
table. An orchestra of te:
reading
National Chinese
Opera
lar.ge
banner
musicians was seated in a ban,
"Grt:eti1_1gsfrom -the R~public Theatre probably has no place
box directly on the stage. ThE
of China'',
fealuring. the _ in the revolutionary society of
actors are costumed in th• !
American
the People's Republic; their
ana Taiwanese
finest silks and present th«
flags.
society is too · busy building
greatest
visual impact ir
Naturally such a fine per- . their land up from years of -themselves. Every line anc
form of cloth on the actors hm
formance and such a talented oppression. However, such
symbolic meaning and serve~
company presented a public diversion -is just fine for
as the best means of charac•
relations plus for Chiang Kai- countries like Taiwan and the
1
terization.
Shek's regime. It is certainly
U.S. where we all need a little
This form of opera 'theatre
good for Taiwan's image to escape from the rat race's
was banntd in the. People's ·
show Americans that. more grind.
'
Republic of China by Madame
Ching Chiang, Mao TseTung's
Child Wlio Never. Was
wife. She felt that this art form
Isn't it the day's distance
You don't answer t1'y to hold me io my hand in bed
singing opera.
was decadent and directed actors twirled as they sang in the style
Chinese performing arts to the strange kind of superThis work provides little I sincerely want to know a'bout the clouds out there
deal in themes closer to the falsetto imposed on female movement. Rather, it shows the trees and plazas the hotel the movie house
Chinese people's revolutionary actresses ~in Chinese opera.
the two officials proclaiming the college the museum the people running the
horses in the forest the thatched cottage
"Chin Shan Szu" (The White their _loyalty and devotion to wnite
struggl~s.
The form was
You start' to, teU · me the story you told, our children
preserved by Chiang Kai- SerpeJ:\O was ·the most
the Queen Dowager and her I get up s'tart running too easily pass whole crowds
Shek's government on Taiwan. elaborateJy staged work in the infant son in the face of I'm running like I run in the games I play with our children
... I will comment on the political performatice and the one that challenge by the evil Prime I run into the forest and pass the lead white horse
aspects of the performance really turned the audience on. Minister. Despite the static· I'm running so fast I don't realize I've changed into a white stag
later.
.· ·
·
. ·
The white Serpent and her staging, the work fs an in- I run into,,.a ci~y on the other side of th~ forest
The Company presented six · hand-maiden the Blue Serpent, teresting show of pagentry. It I see clouds trees plazas the whole city here
, excerpts from major theatr~ played· by Kuo-Haiao-Chuang was good to have
the I run into a house which is colonial like ours
performances. I got the im- . and Chiang Chu-Hua, have a characters slow down enough A woman is telling the storJ she tells her children to her husband
I get into the bed I see the hand. that I was held to
pression that the selections 'beef with the· abbott of - a so that
their
beautiful
She
tells me the ending of the story she tells her children . ·
were made to provide the Buddist temple over the kid- costumes and face paints could
, I fall fast asleep th·ey come into the bedroom kiss me good " 1§~!
audience with a -wide cross- napping of her.husband. Each be exammed.
She kisses me good night too leaves the room
The final selection was "Mei Tomorrow when I wake up I'll- run I'll run like all the other
section and a goocLrepresen- side marshalls its forces ~d
tative selection of the art of . the battle commences. • The Hou Wang" ·(The Monkey Goddammed children
·
Chinese opera theatre. I should . White~Serpent is defeated at King). This- opera is. the most I'll run child who· never was a stag or ended story
note that before each:selection, first, but,' with the help of the oooular of its kind among .the
· Millie Mae Wicklund
Ms. Vicky Kuo served as an water spirits, ·manages to
I
Look "}e up . in about four
announcer, explaining the ·defeat the Abbott and causes
years, he said . .
various symbolic techniques the waters to rise and flood the
I • might
just
do
that
-used in each selection and temple.
( laughingly, to hide the hurt).
giving the•audience a valuable
Don't you know that now is
synopsis of what was going on.
This selection features the all the/time/ there is?
The first selection was most intricate acrobatics I
As soon as tomorrow, I might
·"Chan Yen Liang" (the slaying have ever seen, beatip.g ·
not even be myself or you
of Yen Liang). It was a anything I have ever seen on
yours; and we will never have
massive work with over thirty Ed Sullivan's show. Eight,
known each other as we -are
· players, ranging in rank from sometimes twelve, tumblers
today.
generals to foot soldiers. The executed amazing leaps and
S.O.D.
story involves court intrigues bounds, jumping over and
and coups, vying loyalties and under each other in complex
Solotaunt!
great battles. The generals patterns symbolizing fierce
jockey for positions, outfitted combat. Each is dressed in
tree stump trunk tree
in the fin8$t silks and em- beautiful silks. The colors and
silent brown to forest ferns;
blazone.d with great. flags
the quickness of movement
rot a-part, to_nguelessfool to
projecting from their backs. was dazzling and seemingly,
gossip metaphyta. what is it
They sit back and direct their never ending. Before lone. the
I need?
~ldiers in ,battle, (allegorical,
audience was on its teet
whisper leaves?
of cour,;e.) The eoodguys win, cheering the display.
rfg.

National
Otinese Opera
Theatre
"Madam.
Butterfly It
· ·Ain't"
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Ballet

Mixed Reactions
by ,WillCollette

From the Baths
· to the Bucks
and- Big Time
_LastFriday night, a group of
friends and I were fortunate
enough to have gotten tickets
to what proved to be one hell of
a concert. Bette Midler had
returned to Providence and to
our surprise, was as pleased to
see us as we were her.
Arriving · at
Meehan
Auditorium, we did the usual
routine of trying to spot friends
near the front of the line and
"casually" walked up to them
trying to·extend a conversation
as long as possible (although
this is kind of a rotten thing to
do, it was cola and we were
desperate), so as not to look
completely obvious. This idea
is a little tougher to pull off
_ when you're a group of 10 all
with the same idea. After
freezing to death for about .45
min. or so, the doors were
opened and we headed for our
seats. Before going into the
details of the show itself, I'd
like comment on the crowd
that went to the concert. ,Unlike
the crowds at the Palace, the
, crowd at Meehan was extremely courteous and a good
deal more mature. There
wasn't the idiotic charge over
everyone to be the first one in
and get the best seats. The flow

was smooth and orderly and
we were ·in. Also during the
concert ftself, there' weren't
the people found at concerts
yelling LOUDER!!! and then
passing out from too m,ahy
qualudes or people screaming
''TONY
FROM
EAST ·
PROVIDENCE" or "LARRY
FROM MIDDLETOWN". It's
really a childish thing to do as
well as being a bummer to
have to sit through.
After a mild spattering of
music & 25 min. of crickets and
birds chirping (seriously!), the
lights were brought down and
Ms. Midler's backup band,
including Will Lee and Don
Grolnick of the now-defunct
band DREAMS (which also
included
drummer
Billy
Cobham Jr., now with the
Mahavishnu Orchestra) came
onstage followed by Barry
Manilow, Midler's pianist and
conductor. After the shorter
than usual amount of tuning,
he introduced the Harletts;
Bette's phenomenal back up
vocalists and , finally, theDivine Miss M herself. From
the moment she began her first
song, she had the ~rowd in,the
palm of her hand.
One thing that particularly
impressed me about Bette
Midler was not only was she a
bitch of a singer but she also
possessed an incredibly quick
wit, playfully insulting the
audience, the Hailettes, and
telling Linda Lovelace -.jokes

(ala -Dick and Pat Nixon).
Although she did qwte a few
songs from her first album,
BETTE
MIDLER-THE'
DIVINE MISS M '(Atlantic SD7238)such as "Do You Want To
Dartce?", "Friends", an excellent sleazy version of the
SHANGRILAS' "Leader, of the
Pack", and "Delta Dawn", she
also did a lot of material from
her upcoming LP most notably
her Philadelphia Medley, "Do·
You Love Me.?", "Uptown"
and "Da Do Run Run."
'
After about 30 min. of really
high-paced music she brought
the level down by doing John
Prine's "Hello In There" as
well as an extremely beautiful
"Am I blue" (also from her
first album).
After about a twenty minute
break or SO, it seemed, Barry
Manilow, ·band and the
Harlettes
(without Bette
Midler) started a second set
doing 3 or 4 songs from his solo
album. Through the show, the
Harlettes
wore cost'umes
ranging from saloon hall sleaze
to American flag-concealing\
choir robes to waitress outfits
like they were fresh from a
weeks engagement behind the
W. T. Grants lunch counter of
your choice, all bringing a little
added visual humor.
Bette returned and brought
the audienc,e to a frenzy with
her incredible energy and
insanity. She really worked to
please the audience and many

Artists International brought
the nationally acknowledged
Houston Ballet to Providence
on November 11th.
Though technically skilled,
the Houston Ballet's presentation was a case of too little
too late: The first two
presentations were Chop~n's
"Constantia",
featurmg
Shirley McMillan, James
DeBolt and Barbara Pontecorvo,
and
Rafaello
DeBanfield's "Le Combat,"
featuring Leslie Peck and
Jerry-Schwender.
The first piece was dull, with
some fine dancing marred by
poor sound quality and a
scratchy
r.ecording transmitted to two mis-matched
speakers mounted onstage.
Barbara
Pontecorvo was
particularly
stunning, but
couldn't carry the piece alone.
The second work, "Le
Combat",
was quite interesting in its allegorical
interpretation
of the confrontation in combat. Unfortunately, De Banfield's work
failed to develop the potential
drama, leaving it a shallow
work that was remarkably
mechanistic. Again, two fine
performances by the principals must be applauded.
"Grands Pas de Deux," a
short work excerpted from
Tchaikovsky's
"The Nutcracker Suite" featured the
Houston Ballet's
premier
dancers Soili Arvola sa,nd Leo
Ahonen. They were, at
minimum, outstanding. Arvola's delicacy and Ahonen's
power served to , complement
and accentuate each other.·
. However, their performance
times in between some songs .was much too
short and came
she'd d~vote time talking and after a very
difficult
warmup
joking around with the crowd.
by the rest. of the company.
During this set, she did her Though well
received, it
single "Boogie Woogie Bugle seemed
evident
that' the
Boy" drawing loud cheers of recognition and applause from audience came to see them do
the audience. The high point of the Nutcracker. Though the
performers obliged by doing a
the tune though, was in the
minute
or two of solo exhibits,
ending with the _Harlettes
first with "The Dance· of the
, opening their robes revealing a Sugar-Plum
Fairies," then
glittering stars and stripes
lining and forming a flag with with the Russian dance from
Bette Midler ·at the end with a the Nutcracker, each to "ild
Shirley Temple - patriotic applause, it seemed more like
circus than ballet, more like
salute.' ·
teasing than satisfaction.
It was good to s~ that Ms.
So it goes.
Midler was actually having fun
The next performance
with · the crowd and really
enjoying herself, a rarity with sponsored by Artists Internationale will be on December
:a lot of performers today. It · 1, at the Veterans, Auditorium
seemed as though the more fun
at 8 p.m. featured will· be the ,
she had, the more she put out. Budapest
Sym.phony
Even at the end of the show,
Orch~stra.
having done a couple of encores and with the crowd
howling for more she still rides her car.rousel,
bounded. onto the stage to ah, to dance with her bright
acknowledge the applause with horses-Blue sparked mane
as much eagerness as if she
and
head tossed bqck.
had just started the, night.
A flash-glimpse of Constance .
·
Bette Midler has come a long ' near the paint-scarred
wild-eye.
way from the Turkish Baths
a mirror, a mirror she started singing in and
a
mirror, a mirror where she was "discovered" to
the present and, judging by the no image, no image, no ima~e ·
But too loud music played fast
show she put on Friday night
and by the exuberance with the faster, then louder which it was presented, she'll Carrousel organ, calliope
be around to boogie woogie sound-and
with bugle boys for a long time sight with Constance riding
Around and round G.L.D.
to come.
l
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Affairs

Retrospect

'There is noting more difficult to carry out, nor more do,ubtful
of success, nor more dangerous to handle, than to initiate a new
order of things.'
Machiavelli
On the tenth anniversary of nation.
During his brief
John Kennedy's de~th, the thousand days in ·office he
American nation finds itself in managed the implementation'
the midst of the most serious of but the bare beginnings to
crisis to the wellbeing of its any sort of effective New
society and government since Frontier legislative program.
the time of the Great By the time of his death only 38
Depression. In the ten- years percent of his legislative
since Kennedy's untimely end proposals had been submitted
in Dallas, America has suf- to the· Congress. Essentially
fered through the anguish of a concerned with ends and not
stupid and immoral war, and is means, Kennt.-.1yas Chief Excurrently neck deep in another ecutive possessed a little of the
morass - the domestic im- essential Johnsonian aplomb in
broglio of Watergate and the dealing with a recalcitrant
fact
of
the
Nixon Congress. Kennedy h.imself
Administration's unparalleled had little use for the legislative
corruption. As if things weren't process (an attitude which
already bad enough, we have culminates in Nixon) ; he was
just been rudely, and obviously an executive, covetous of
quite belatedly, introduced to presidential power - a. man
an energy crisis of serious whose own record in Congress
proportions which is here to was noteworthy only for, its
stay. We are coming to our excessive absenteeism. It was
Bicentennial a sober and even in the second · Kennedy
cynical people, who must begin Administration after the '64
the difficult process of ad- battle in which he expected to
justing to. many of the trounce Goldwater and pull in
disturbing new circumstances a Democratic majority in both
which now control us.
Houses, thatheheldouthope in
Since 1963, a year which terms of getting many unacmarks a watershed in more complished things done. But
ways than one, our position in even as he so planned on the
international
affairs . has domestic front, Vietnam was
changed from the no. 1 already proving itself a source
defender of the free world to of growing problems.
being that of a pitiful and near
Before
the
Vietnam
bankrupt giant, who finds her quagmire strangled the Great
global ambitions checked Society whole, Johnson, the
everywhere. The illusion of our wheeler dealer, · had acmaking the world safe for complished more .than his
democracy is good for good predecessor even with the best
now; and as to forwarding any of forseeable congressional
claim to the right of 'moral - track' records could have
leadership of the planet' - one possibly managed. Out of the
of the more extravagant
dome&tically anemic New
~laim~ of JF,.K in 1960 - the Frontier rose Johnson's grand
idea 1s too cruel for con- social vision· it was the
sideration. After Vietnam and fulfillment of ~any of the best
Watergate, the country is ideas Kennedy had originally
exhausted and spent, and its fostered but it floundered
coll~tive se~se as a people of because of a rigid deterdestmy has grown confused mination to pursue another
and .be~ome filled with Kenne_dy beginning against a
queshonmg and self-doubt. foe even more intractable than
. W_orse .still,
there
is the United States Congress.
w1desp~ead . apathy a
As Tom Wicker pointed out
collective withdrawal from in his excellent 1968study JFK
. responsibilities
we once and LBJ· The Influen~e of
valued. America is_no longer Personality Upon Politics . . .
the center of the universe, and each man failed where the
f~r ~~rican~ it is a peculiarly other succeeded - Kennedy
dispmtmg thmg.
with Congress and Johnson
On the eve of the nation's with the people. Had ~ennedy
bicentennial we require a lived and somehow held in
leader much in the manner of check our Vietnam com-·
John Kennedy - a leader to :::nitment,and had he achieved
personally galvanize a- new the legislative initiatives he
beginning. What Kennedy was aiming for, he would have
began thirteen, years ago is emerged
a truly
great
very much what the times president, and not just one who
require today - a moral force aspired to greatness. Instead
to re-awaken us from the of being but a ·fleetingly
torpor which afflicts us. It is transitional figure, he might
the one certain thing in moving have been the statesman of the
us off this corrosive dead- poSt war age.
center we seem to be stuck to
Would he have kept us. in
at present:
Someone and Vietnam? When he died he was
something to believe in again. fully committed
to our
John Kennedy's ,presidency remaining there. To pull out,
was too short to produce he told Walter Cronkite one
substance out of the promises afternoon on the lawn at
and
expectations
which Hyannis Port, would be a great
characterized his goals for the mistake. Just - a short time

resulted
in year in office and Kennedy
before his death he himself the sixties
authori.zed
a
counterinevitable
frustration
and
said, "I've got to go all the way
discord. To Fairlie, in his book revolutionary invasion - a
with this one," meaning
· Vietnam. And as a keen ob- The Kennedy Promise: The piece of veiled big-power inserver like I.F. Stone reported Politics of E:xcpectation Ken-. tervention - against Castro's
at the time, with. the facts in nedy spoke near "messianic Cuba, which ended in total
hand,
Kennedy
was rhetoric," and in doing so disaster at the Bay of Pigs.
And in the Cuban missile
a
dangerously
deliberately cleceiving the fostered
crisis, it was Kennedy who
American public on .the full elevated sense of national
1
provoked the crisis and
purpose:
situation in Vietnam.·
"The arousal of an elevated brought the enti_replanet to the
But what would "all the
way" have come down' to, sense of national purpose and brink of thermo-nuclear an"and all for
finally, in Kennedy's book? the activity of the Presidency nihilation Certainly one is, lead to
question whether he would
have proved himself as rigid as
Johnson, a man who brandished military might as he
would bloc votes on the floor of
'the Senate._ LBJ's forte was
solely in domestic matters he was a politician first and ·
last - and so as a result he was
clearly out of his league when
it came to foreign affairs. He
trusted Kennedy's "best and
brightest" implicitly - the
logistical technocrats
like
·McNamara and Bundy and
Rostow, clutching their bomb
ratios and body counts, ,wholed
him to opt for a disastrous
military solution. But after the
Bay of Pigs fiasco Kennedy
understood
the
almo.st
inevitable failure which comes
from applying a military
formula to an essentially
political problem. He was
thereafter always wary of
military brass suggestions
(Recall their advice in the
Cuban missile crisis for a preemptive strike on the Russian
missile installations
- a
proposal
which Kennedy
sanely dismissed); and so in
escalating American commitment to Vietnam his
perceptions
and approach
might have· differed greatly
from Johnson's. He was a far which accompanies it create nothing," says Wills. In his
more responsive and adaptive what I call the politics of ex- opinion, it was Khrushchev
who first blinked, thankfully,
man than either LBJ or Nixon; pectation. The people are
cons~quently, there is the encouraged to expect too much· and thereby saved us all by
strong possibility that he might of their political institutions backing down. Since missiles
have exercised certain options · and pf their political leaders. in Cuba posed no actual threat
in Vietnam before the com- They cease to inquire what to the balance . of power (as
mitment of half a million men politics may accomplish for Kennedy would later admit),
them, and what they must do provoking such a serious crisis
and over forty thousand
American combat deaths. But for themselves. Instead, they for the sole purpose of checkall we can. finally say is, expect politics to take the place mating an opponent in an ingamesm~nship
perhaps - and that is ,the which religion once held in ternational
their
lives;
and
their contest, with the whole of
tragedy of it.
The historical temperament politicians to be, not just arch- humanity as. pawns, was an
tow~ds Kennedy right now is bishops, as · Harold Mac- unwise and irresponsible move
running decidely revisionist, millan suggested, but car- at best, and at worst just sheer
which is a healthy thing in dinals; not just cardinals, but blundering stupidity.
There is no ·question- that
itself, for the debunking of popes; not just popes, but
saviours.
This
was
the
Kem:iedy's
tone and approach
myths is a necessary part of·
the historical process. As inevitable end of the_ politic~! was frequently martial. He
was a man of his time, and had
Kennedy himself said: "The' method of the Kennedys.''
been formed by the issues and
greatest enemy of the truth is - To Mr. Wills,'Kennedy-the
very_Qften not the lie ...but the Mr. Clean of myth - is now to events, as well as the prevalent
myth, persistent, persuasive be seen as the "coldest Cold attitudes of the postwar period.
and
-unrealistic."
The War warrior of them all." It For his stridency against all
was Kennedy, he says, who re- forms of totalitarianism . we
revisioni~ts,
like ~n_g_lish
journalist Henry Fairlie and fanned the Cold War at the end have only to glance at the
Garry Wills (at least we seem of the Eisenhower years. As conclusion of his 1940 book
office_ Why- England Slept. Eve~
to have gotton past the Victor Ei.s~nh?wer . left
cautionmg
agamst
the
threat
of more than Nixon he thrived on
Lasky hatchet-types), assert
military- _crisis, for it allowed him to
that Kennedy raised ex- ~ ho~e-grown
travagant expectations that mdustrial co~plex, Kennedy display spectacular personal
en~ered sp~a~g about a non- leadershiu.__which was at the
coul~ not be realized, and so existent
missile gap. Barely a
(Cont. Pg. 12>

JFK

termittent confrontation upon for all his experience ·and
matter,
even in space.
Monolithic
a global scale, and constant cunning misread Kennedy as
Communism
Continued
being ineffective and soft.
directed from the Kremlin was unrelieved tension.
core of his style and method. In
while Kennedy himself. even
a potent reality for- Kennedy,
1960he yelled about a missile and Communist aggression, be
as he was shaken by the exgap which he knew did not it in Berlin or in Vietnam, was
According to one revisionist perience and depressed over
exist. As President he exhorted perceived as being much the view of the postwar period, it his failure to initiate any sort of
his fellow citizens to pr~pare same thing, to be met with a was the United States and not dialogue, at least came away
bomb shelters because he show of for<;e and deterthe, Soviet Union which with a valuable firsthand
actually conceived of their mination as well as firm fostered the Cold War, through assessment of Khrushchev's
possible use in confronting the commitment. After the loss of over-reaction to what was only methods. his freauent style of
Soviet Union over Berlin. He Cuba to the communists
a Soviet "bluff" on Western bluff and balderdash in inused to boast about a 2-1 (which was our fault to begin Europe; so it is easy to see how timidating his opponents nuclear overkill over the Soviet with), any high-level U.S. Kennedy is currently per- something which would· prove
Union and deemed it essential understanding of the nature of ceived as the one who re- a significant aid in the tense
that the United States maintain nationalist movements was fanned the Cold War after October days of the missile
such a capacity, which caused obscured by an almost lurid Eisenhower, in his perpetual crisis.
Khrushchev's sly rejoinder at Communist
threat;
in- quiescence, had managed to
Vienna in 1962that, as far as he telligence reports on the nature lull even the Russians to rest.
was concerned, overkill in a of th~ conflict in Vietnam as But that is a terribly one-sided
It was
this · sobering
second strike capability was a far back as the late fifties view, and has the serious fault, maturation in Kennedy, a
bit unnecessary, considering correctly pointed oµt the of almost abrogating Soviet learning
process always,
the mutual annihilation which nationalist character of Viet- responsibility entir~ly. The which finally led to the Nuclear
would be the inevitable result Minh resistance; but such threat on Western Europe was Test Ban Treaty and the first
of the first round of nuclear information met with per- real, and the future.of Berlin. real beginnings of a Sovietexchange. Listening to Ken- sistent resistance from top- remained a perpetual "hot- American thaw. By 1963 his
nedy talk today in that odd level policy planners in the spot" ntil the Russians built strident . anti-commu•nist
bean and cod voice of his often State Department.
the Wall in 1962. During the ·rhetoric had been significantly
conjures a genuine saber
mid-fifties, just after Stalin's toned down, rep aced by the
rattler; we realize how cold as
Kennedy never wavered in death, the Soviet leadership faint but growing hope for
well as grandiose the rhetoric opposing Cor,:m unism; for withdrew from a policy of a cc om mod at ion
a,n d
could get.
political purposes he was quite active confrontation with the_ cooperation.
Kennedy unaware that he could never West, while the infighting
der.stood in a most cautious
The lessons of Munich were appear soft in confronting the within the Kremlin proceeded fashion that the Test Ban
foremost in a mind like Ken- Marxist bloc. The Cold War in determining firtal· leader=- Treaty was but the first step in
nedy's. There could be no syndrome wa_s,,theconditioning ship. It was not till '56-57 that a journey of a thousand miles;
appeasement
to
factor of the postwar men- Khrushchev was secure in but having made that crucial
totalitariani!?m,
either in tality; thus Kennedy was power, arid it was not long after first step, he ·recognized a
Berlin, in Laos and Vietnam or straitjacketed to a prevalent that Cold War temperatures
definite
responsibility
to
on the issue of the islands of world view, predicated on the began to dip again. It was at proceed further - to go as far
Quemoy and Matsu off the basis of contending ideologies. the U.N. that a shoe-banging as possible towards insuring
China mainland. Or, for that Such a view imposes _,in- Khrushchev denounced the world peace:
United States and~ voiced the
most chilling claim of Cold
What is vital· to note about
War rhetoric: "We shall bury Kennedy was his capacity for
you." With the U-2 inctdent, change;
he possessed
a
+which made a public liar out of definite growth factor, which is
. Eisenhower,
the
Soviets
a "healthy sign in a leader.
by J. L. Rothbart
quickly cancelled a planned Essentially of a conservative
The sun was too clear
Geneva summit conference, mind, he nonetheless inherited
on hil! deathday,
- and ·soon - after resumed
an
expansive
and
inand the only calendar
nuclear testing in the at- ternationalist
view
of
was iron-cast, and flung
mosphere, an action which the American foreign policy that
by mad nerved fi!lgers,
U.S. had no choice but to went back to Teddy Roosevelt
Across the prospering streetways,
follow:
and Woodrow Wilson in this
Across the convertible
century. After 1940he saw for
band hat/bandbox men,
himself how disastrous apKhrushchev looked forward peasement and the isolationist
how it bled our aching temples
to confronting
the inex- pos!tion of his father could be
with ·its shout...
perienced Kennedy; he used to in the face of totalitarianism.
boast that it was he who had He used to observe as a senator
Long time shone the church bells, silent
significantly aided Kennedy to the san_ctity of Falkland's
before the siege of justice
the slim victory in the '60 race, definition of the prevailing
would lift from our shaking eyes,
by delaying the release of the dictum of the right: "When it is
Bowed like a droughted city, defeated
captured
U-2 pilot, Gary nat necessary to change, it is
In the shadow of its proud dry walls.
_ Powers. Soon after Kennedy necessary not to change.'' But
The waterfalls hurry
took .the oath of office in as a realist, Kennedy saw the
unheard, past
January of 1961, the Russians world as being in a constant
the forgotten gates;
precipitated
a, _crisis over state of change and aux; and
Berlin. If Kennedy rattled his so it was necessary for a world
the miles in years were
saber as Commander in Chief power like the United States to
blinded in patience, folded;
of the wqrl'd's most powerful run with the world in- order to
the last counsel given to an eagle-people
military arsenal in the first two keep up with it. He recognized,
with bound feet, and famished
years of his Presidency, he did as well, that his political
in a wealth
so in large part as a necessary method was insepara61e· from
of unbelief: ·
response - to Soviet
in- a call to change - a change
the last we knew, but hope
transigence over guaranteeing from the doldrum of the
·a free and independent West Eisenhower years, of which a
The last we knew, we
Berlin.
were armed_ with Justice,
man like Richard Nixon would
After the disastrous_ Vienna only serve to repeat.. And he
that walked stern-robed
meeting in 1962, Khrushchev, knew, also, because he was a
In her blinded power - it echoed.

.... Ghosts for A President

strong, with the lips of thousands behind, and
She came forward swordless, girded with word,
for her hands had been made only
for weight of decision ...

How easy it was to spill
the shocked blood from our eyes,
to see
the irreverent contagion
infect our standard with its own
joylust blood; and horrified,
to fling it down with the accumulated discarded
ideals, in other still-embryon bornings. Still,
too swift through our fingers,
Like the unintentioned martyr:

who would perceive the patience yet,
or recognize the strange new herald
in old appointed robes,
so trampled and fear-rent?
And yet it was still justice
in no disgur.se, whose striding voice
we knew then

humanist. that rebirth and
revitalization were necessary
for the continued growth and
health of both man and society,
and that without ·such growth
atrophy and decline were
inevitable.
In the world situation of his
day Kennedy recognized that
·an emergent Third World was
coming to the fore in international affairs, irregardless of the actions of the
superpowers - that a gigantic
revolution of former colonial
peoples was taking place as
_part of a painful but inexorable
process. He was of the mind
that the United States had a
moral responsibility to act in
influencing its outcome. As he
came to a position of awesome
power he grasped more than
most
the
impending
Armageddon of an unchecked
arms
race.
He wanted
America strong in the world
but be was fully aware that the
Communist bogey-man was
here to stay; thus the binding
nuclear accrods on resting and
disarmament were imperative
as _the first step towards effecting the stability of peaceful
co-existence.
When he died he had not
moved far enough in confronting the problems of his
society. But he recognized the
need to begin. To a sense of
social responsibility he was a
late-comer; he had never seen
poverty, nor had he ever, in
fact, seriously contemplated
its existence, never mind its
solution, untij he went to West
Virginia for the state's
primary 1960.As President, he
was a , man. who was undergoing changes all the time.
His sudden death left the
country he had galvanized to a
high feeling of patriotism and - optimism devoid of its leader,
'in many respects its vital
center. The upheaval of the
years which followed his death
• was perhaps inevit~ble; but
had Kenn~y- lived · there is ·
· good chance that -the discord
and rancour which exploded in
American society throughout
the Johnson years would have
been more manageable and
less decisive than the course of
events did !11
fact prove. To a
considerable degree, of course,
that optimistic postulation is
conditional upon _a different
-history of our Vietnam in, volvement after 1965, when
Johnson made the decision 'to
escalate in the hopes -of
achieving a battlefield solution
- but it is one, had Kennedy
lived, that might have been
written. He died a man of
promise, -which was our
promise. His death was a
national tragedy.

Squares. are in (Sometimes)
Dick Leger, president of the
New · England Square Dance
Association was guest caller at
Walsh Gymnasium for an allday workshop. The event was
sponsored by the Department
of Health
and Physical
Ed_ucation primarily
for
students enrolled in Folk
Dancing. However, all the
Junior majors in Physical
Education for the Elementary
School were there as well as
many mothers, dads, wives
and boy friends. Even Mr. and
Mrs. Burke, the latter being
the lady in AV who is
· responsible
for
film

distribution
on campus,
dropped in for the event ..
Six hours of square dancing
doesn't seem like a lot of activity when it is paced by a past
master like Dick Leger. He
.spiced the time with mixers,
line dances and round dances.
One with a Turkish folk dance
flavor was a special favorite.
Dick Leger can sing a call and
accompany himself on an
electric guitar to give an even
greater variety to the accompaniment. He carries ~
library of records in addition to
the ones bearing his name. So
he was able to satisfy requests

for favorites as they ·were
suggested by the dancers.
Seven squares covered over
half the main floor at the Walsh
Center. All but a few were "on
deck" at ten o'clock and stayed
thru the last "star" at five in
the afternoon.
Members of the Folk Dance
Class decided they wanted
Dick Leger back to call some of
the very intricate patterns he
is famous for. They voted to
pay for the private class
themselves,
and their instructor, Prof. Billie Ann
Burrill, is arrangiqg the return .
engagement for them.
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Third Curriculum
Needs You
We are looking for students,
faculty, or any other persons who would be interested
teaching
the
following skills Spring
semester
in the Third
Curriculum.

GUITAR
INTERIOR

DECORATING

(From pit to penthouse)
decorating
apartments
economically

AUTO MECHANICS
INCOME TAX RETURNS
To teach the difference
between, and what to do
with forms A, B etc.
INTRO SPANISH A course
geared basically for review.
WORKSHOPS:
CANDLE MAKING
MACRAME
ANTIQUING
If interested contact the
third curriculum thru the
student activities office 831
6600 ext 488 or 489.

Political Science Column
Last week it was announced
that Mike Ryan had resigned
from the Political Science
Student Advisory Committee.
An election was held to fill this
vacant seat on November 26,
Tl, and 28, from 9:00 to 4:00 in
Craig-Lee 217. The candidates
were:
Stephen Ormrod
Minor '75
William Coutu
Major '75
Timothy Duffy
Major '77
Thomas Quinn
Major '75

Only Political
Science
majors and minors were
allowed to • ')te. All such
students are expected to vote.
The Political Science Student
Advisory Committee would
like to take this opportunity to
remind all majors, minors, and
interested students that on
Tuesday, December 4, at 1: 00,
there will be a meeting of the
Advisory Committee, Student
Parliament
representatives,

3rd Curriculum
MED
Photog.
SCHOOL Course
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and all students. Such a
meeting
was
held
on
November 6. We feel that it
was a success and we would
like to repeat it. Again the
meeting will be in Craig-Lee
217. the Political
Science
Lounge.
An election was held this
past Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday to fill the vacant
seat on the Political Science
Student Advisory Committee.
1t1eresults will be in next
weeks column.
There is a possibility that
there will be a Political Science
Club i-n the offing if any
students are interested. If any
students are interested
in
forming a club in Political
Science please get in touch
with any member of the
Student Advisory Committee
or Student Parliament ( from
Political Science).
As another reminder we
would like all Political Science.
students to come to our
meeting
on
Tuesday,
December 4, in CL 217, at 1:00.
This is an excellent
opportunity to air any and all
grievances that you may have
pertaining to the department.
Please attend.

Camp~s Crier
What You Read Here ls Official
<and it might also be important>.
Career Discussion Groups
(Sign up at Student Union or Career Developme~t Center)
December 4 Woonsocket Hospital - Edward Hicks
1:00
Employs: grads with degrees in various fields,
especially medical fields.
December 5 Occidental Life Insurance- Angelo Lauro 2: 00
Employs: grads with degrees in various fields.
CAMPUS CRIER
Official Notice

At a Student Affairs open ;neeting with students .on
November 21, an interest was expressed in providing credit
for persons holding student leadership positions.
Persons willing to help design an independent studies,
student-designed course proposal should contact Dick
Tho!'ncl~,e~tension 1198

'--~;;.;.;;.;.;..~-----------Anchor Hosts Meeting

Phi Alpha
Theta
Initiation

of College Editors
Tonight

The Rhode Island College
Phi Alpha Theta - An Honor ANCHOR will host a meeting
Society in History cordially
open to all editors of each of
invites all eligible students·and
Rhode Island's twelve college
faculty to membership in this newspapers. The meeting will,
society. Initiation for the fall be held in the ANCHOR office
John
Taylor's
3rd semester
will
be held
at 7 p.m. At least eight of the
Curriculum
Photography
sometime
in
December
college papers are expected to
course is being taken by 17 (hopefully).
be represented.
amateurs
that
are now
Eligibility
for
unThe purposes of the meeting
photographers and no longer dergraduates
consists
of will range from deciding on the
instamatic/polaroid
slaves. having at least twelve hours in
Mike Henry is the instructor,
history courses with a B
and already at mid-semester average in all history courses
the class is producing fine taken. In addition, a B is (Gaige 211 E) or from Dr.
quality prints. Each member required in at least two-thirds Doris Dashew (Gaige 300E).
in the course paid a $7.00 fee of the remainder
of the Questions may be ref erred to
for darkroom use, film, and courses.
Dr. Doris Dashew or may be
ForthesessionstartingFall,1974,
camera use (for those who
Application sheets will be addressed to Ed Calouro care
Euromed
willassistqualifiedAmer•
don't have one). From Kodak available in the history lounge of the student mailbox.
icanstudents
in gaining
admission mailers,
•the class
has
to recognized
overseasmedical
progressed to independent
schools.
darkroom use and innovation.
Now that they have the
Andthat'sjust the beginning.
"Sweet Bird of Youth"
darkroom basics down they
Since the languagebarrier constitutes
are progressing to the artistic
the preponderatedifficulty in succeeding at a foreign school. the Euromed
capabilities of photography.
Starts Dec. 7th
program also includes an intensive
The class is planning a show of
12 week medical and conversational
prints at the end of the
language course, mandatory for all
Rhode Island College Theatre will offer this fall as its second
students. Five holfrs daily, 5 days per
semester in Adams Gallerymajor
week (12-16 weeks) the course is
production, SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH, by Tennessee
look for it.
given in the country where the student
Williams. This romantic tragedy will be played in Roberts Little
will attend medical school.
Theatre for intimacy. There will be seven performances the
In add°ition. Euromed provides stuThis course, as well as many nights of December 7,8,9,13,14 and 15 and
the afternoo'n of
dents with a 12 week intensive culof the 3rd Curriculum courses, December 12 at 2:15 p.m.
1u r a I orientation
program. with
suffers
from
obscurity
.
Skip Messier and Kathryn play the leading
Americanstudents now studying mediStudents are needed to take and her gigolo. John Hicks portrays the roles of the actress
cine in that particular country serving
as counselors.
these 3rd Curriculum courses demagogue and Susan D'Elia his daughter corrupt Southern
. The rest of the
(a fantastic bargain) for their colorful cast of Southerners includes Ingrid
Senioror 1raduate
·studentscurrently
Mattson, Betty
enrolledin an A11erican
universityare
continuation and budgeting. Popiel, Jann Orr, Mary O'Leary, Jane
Messier,
Kirk House,
elilible to participatein the Euro11ed
The 3rd Curriculum offers a Ronald Depot, David Sardinha, John Gullucci
pr111ram.
, Ken Juber, Oscar
great opportunity to learn
Ampagoomian, David Baccari, Armand Marini and Thomas
something you want to get into Hickey.
For application and further
but don't want to spend a lot of
The drama deals with what happens to a legendary Hollywood
information, phone toll free,
bread. Where else can you star and the beachboy she has picked up, when
(800) 645-1234
learn about photography use a hometown on the Gulf of Mexico. Here he seeks he takes her to his
to promote a film
or write,
darkroom, get film anct' use a · career for himself and his girlfriend but encounte
rs danger from
camera(sometimes)
for only her family for having ruined her. The title suggests the theme
$7.? Next semester' the price which stresses that youth runs out on
us all and
170 OldCountry
Road
will probably go up, but even if this fact. Brooks Atkinson, New York· Times we must accept
Mineola.N.Y.11501
critic, called the
it doubles it will still be well play one of William's "finesr
exhibiting "the alarming
worth it.
inexorability of a sordid tragedy ...nothing contrived ...conclusion
inevitable ... the genius of a poet."
Geraldine Page and Paul Newman were highly praised when
they acted the leading roles both on the stage when it opened in
1959 and later in the 1962 film version. The screen play was a
censored adaptation with a happy ending; Rhode Island College
Theatre will use the original stage text, which was directed by
the top director of the day, Elia Kazan. The campus production
will be directed by Joseph D. Graham, scenery designed by John
Ga vis and costumes by Barbara Matheson, all of the Speech and
Theatre faculty. Film sequences to be inserted have been filmed
by Steve McNally, senior.

ADMISSION

PROBLEMS?
ElrlMld
IIYIllerHIIll

nerseas
tra111au

Eurome
Ltd.
d,

feasibility in establishing a
formal association
of the
state's college newspapers to
dealing with specific problems,
·such as the censorship of some
of the state's papers. A mutual
sharing of ideas on such topics
as revenue
raisin~,
incorporation and production
techniques is expected to come
from the meeting.

New Jazz Ensemble
The R.I.C. Jazz Ensemble
will present its first Frank
Larsen Memorial Concert of
"big band" music on Wednesday, December 5 at 3:00
p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. The 17-piece band
will play music that ranges
from Count Basie to big band
rock. The Jazz Ensemble was.
formed last year as a result of
intensive efforts of several
students
in the
Music
Department who sought an
opportunity
to study and
perform jazz and popular
music. The concert is open to
the public and admission is
free.

Feminist

Theatre

at Faunce House
The Rhode Island Feminist
Theatre in co-operation with
Brown Production Workshop is
offering 4 performances of The
Johnnie Show at the Faunce
House
Art
Gallery
on
Waterman Street. Shows will
beat8PM Friday, Nov. 30; 7 &
10 PM Saturday, Dec. 1; and 8
PM Sunday, Dec. 2. Admission
will be $1 at the door.
The Johnnie Show, RIFT's
newest production, excited
great popularity during its only
previous
Providence
engagement.
Employing
a
well-known talk show format,
Johnnie and her pals inhabit a
world where "male-ism" seeks
to challenge a well-entrenched
female supremacy.
I
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to Present

Chrislmas Oratorio, De~. 15th
On Saturday, December 15, the Rhode Island Philharmonic
Orchestra will present its Christmas Concert at 8:30 P.M. in
Veterans Auditorium in Providence. The work to be performed is
the magnificent Christmas Oratorio by Johann Sebastian Bach.
Francis Madeira will conduct.
Soloists for the performance will be Elizabeth Schwering
soprano, Leonore Lanzillotti, contralto, Frank Hoffmeister teno;
and David Laurent, baritone. The Orchestra will be joined hy the
Community Chorus of Westerly, conducted by George Kent.
~s .. Schw~ring, a resident of ,Providence, has sung with the
Phllharmomc a number of times. Last season she sang in the
performan~e of Mahler's Second Symphony, and this past Fall
traveled with the Orchestra on its tour of high schools in the state.
Ms. Lanzillotti has appeared in many operatic roles throughout
thE: country, singing with companies iri San Antonio,
Philadelphia, Toledo and Miami. Frank Hoffmeister hails from
B?ston and has performed extensively in that area, appearing
w1th_the Handel and Haydn Society, the Boston Symphony Orchestra and the Opera Company of Boston. David Laurent has
also appeared with the Philharmonic many times in the past and
has been heard ~ith the Boston and New Haven Symphony Orchestras. He is Chairman of-the Music Department at Brown
University. The Community Chorus of Westerly is well known
throughout the state -for the many fine performances they give
each year. Their conductor, George Kent, teaches at the
University of Rhode Island and is the assistant conductor of the
Philharmonic.
The Christmas Oratorio was written by Bad, 250 years ago
when he was living and working in Leipzig. It-was his intention
that it be performed in six parts, one each of the three days of the
Christmas Festival, New Years Day, the Sunday following and
Epiphany. Most of the chorales used by Bach in the work were
probably familiar to his Leipzig congregations who may very
well have joined in singing them. Accordingly, the Philharmonic
will supply the audience with the words and melodies of some of
these chorales, and they will be invited to participate in singing
along with the chorus and orchestra.
Tickets for the concert are $5.00 and are available at the office
of the Rhode Island Philharmonic, 39 The Arcade in Providence,
or by calling 831-3123.

The Winners Down in the
Rathskeller
The Rathskellar is tipsy and
flushed in toasting the winners
of the contest to improve its
atmosphere. First place, $25
worth of beer, goes to Christina
White. Hold off on your beer
mugs while the second place
prize, $5 worth of beer, is
awarded to Estella Chapman.
Bottoms Up! Winners can
collect their prizes from Dale
LeFevte,_$tudent Union Room
200.

Taking
the
proposals
seriously, there will be a
meeting
on
Tuesday,
December 4, at the 1:00 p.m.
Free Period in the Rathskellar
to discuss feasibility of the
winning plan and to implement
it immediately. Anyone who
wants to contribute their time
and effort in making the
Rathskellar a decent place to
drink is welcome to participate.

Middle East Conferences Planned
On December 4, the second
of three conferences entitled
"Conflicts in the Middle East"
will be held in the Student
Union Ballroom from 1 to 3
p.m. The conferences are
sponsored jointly by the
history, sociology, economics
and political science departments as a response to reactions generated by ttie turbulent Middle East situation.
The December 4th conference will be on "Refugees in
History and World Politics."

On December 11th, the third
and last conference
will
discuss "Israel: Political and
Cultural Bases for Conflict."
The November 27th conference discusses "The U.S.
and RUSSIA: The Interests of
Each."
Panelists
will
include
members of the RIC community in addition to participants from outsiae the
campus. Admission is free and
the public is invited.
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for ('alh~·. This is no joke. Wf' need
For Salt•: l!Hi7lntt>rnational Metro
help!
\'an Self-conta-ined Camper
WA,TED: To rent or buy. A small
Sleeps --1. Toilet and complete
~used refrigerator in good running
kitchen. ~ew tirf's and battery.
condition.
Contact
Gingf'r in Call Hill llutchinson -Ext.
271 or
Willard J2-!1 or call extension fi!II. 27-1- 256:1.
Donations Needed: The Da Vinci
Center is asking for donations of
yarn and arts & crafts materials
for their senior citizens program.
Any donatiens
would be appreciated and can be left in the box
in the Community Services omce
in the Student Union. Thank You
MEALS On Wheels urgently needs
\'Olunteers to deliver hot lunches to
homebo1,1nd elderly.
Monday
through Friday <pick your own
1
dayl approx. 11:30 to I ::IO.Call ex.
:;o:; or ('ontact Jo-Ann Commumty
Servicf' O£rice S.ll. :10-t.

\\<anted:
la's. rock,
l!l55-rni2.
\'Pry. large
022:1.

"Oldies but Goodies"
soul, country, pop, etc.
Many titles wanted for
collection. Call Paul 942-

GARDEN
~ondition.
CIIAIH.
Excellent

HOSE. ;5 feet. Excellent
$2. 72fi-2547.
Wooden
for
desk.
shape. $2. 726-2541,._

COLE:\l:\:\
l,:\,TER!\:
Se,·er
used. Perfect condition. S 12. 72625-ti. ·
GREAT cameras at great prices.
:\linolta sets. Contact Kathy by
dropping a note in the S box at the
lnformalion Desk.

,·.w. 1!170Hl'<i. hl"ige. good condition. Asking $1250. {'all Susan
Dolct' aftf'r:; p.m. 521-9057.
FOH S.-\LE : Amp. Baldwin: 2
ch~mwl 100 \\'all. inputs 200 Bass.
Trehlf'. Tremole ~Reverb
Mike
.-\K(i. llardh· used -I s. • 6 months
old. Excelle.nt condition. -1:1-1-!l:I0K.
FOR S.-\LE : (2) suitcase Type I!
track tape players. Can work on
battt-ries or I 10 \·olt. ,\sking $25.00
or bf'st offer. Call 72:1-920:Iafter 5..
Call n2-:1:IK6up to 5. Ask for Rich.
SITTER'S Wanted For famili~s
with Ht-larded childrf'n. Warwick
East (jreenwich Area. For information and intf'rview please
call ('raig Cofe 1:rn-2m12.Mondays
2-11,Fridays 12-1.
FOH S.-\Lt-:: l!lfiK Pl~·mouth
Hoadrunnt·r. -I ppeed. Good condition. :\lust st"II. ('all 2:n--1:12:1.

FOR SALE: Panasonic AM-Fl\l
Stt"reo C'assettf'
with Garrad
SKIS. Metal, downhill Rossign·ols,
Turntable and --1 Speakers. Asking
with poles. 210 cm (82-"'inches).
$250. -lfi:1-!HfH.
Excellent condition. Need bin- .
Hock
Group available for rarties,
dings. $20. 726-2547.
dances, concerts. etc. Call Joe :151SOFA. Modern, 90 inches long, rust ~:.\11.
color, back and seat cushions. very
FOH S.-\LE: Triumph TIU.. yellow.
THE TALENT Search Program is comfortable. $65. 726-2547.
nt'\\' t•ngint•. good top. :; widl"
seeking
volunteer
tutors
for VANITY DRESSER. Mahogany, 4 radials: asking SlfiO0. :\lichael at
students, grades 8 through 12.. Any drawers. 48 x '19 inches. Excellent.
:!i2-15!11or :;:11cam1ms.
hours convenient for you. Your $7. 7?f>-25-l
7.
FOR
SALE: Refrigerator, $25.00.
assistance is appreciated.
If interested. please rm out a form and
FOR SALE: 1971 - Green VW Call 861-6991 after 4:00 p.m.
leave in the Upward Bound Office,
t:xce:tent condition, low mileage
TOYOTA Sriow Tires, used one
('raig Lee 128 or Special Services,
<27,flOO),asking $2200. For further
Craig Lee 061. For add·itional in- information, contact Freda at ext.- winter, two for $25. Call Carmela
Burke, 351-5469.
formation, contact Gwen Chandler
502 or at 42I-8:i56.
at 274-2121.
CHARCOAL
GRILL.
WANTED: People to go to the
Round,
st a nd -up, with electric
Boys' and Girls' Training Schools
PHOTOGRAPHY:
Portraits,
rotary
for tutoring and group work and
Candids, Children's,
Weddings, skewer. Excellent. $2. 726-2547.
recreational
programs.
Contactetc. Call Jon McNally 461-5178.
Jeanine Rondeau, Jericho Society,
LOST : A crystal stone pendant, NOTE to all classified subscribers:
Student Union No. 304, ext. 505.
with silver chain. Lost Friday Have lost many of your original
insertion
orders.
Therefore
if
you
October 26, somewhere on campus.
FOR SALE: 1971Plymouth Fury II
want your ad dropped, please
Contact Jan ~t 8:11-967:1._
Reward._
(grey, ex-State Police Cruiser), 440
notify as soon as possible.
cubic inch engine, good tires,
SI ,ED. Children's. 36 inches long. FOR SALE: Two snow tires, F78- power disc brakes,
spotlight
(amuse
l 4, four ply nylon, used apyour friends),
com$1.50. 726-2547.
proximately six_months; mounted
fortable, good interior,
bucket
on steel rims; will fit 68-74 Fairlane
seats. Maximum speed, 130 mph +
FREE CATS: very nice. One Tom or Torino (except GT) and 68-74 excellent running condition, tape
cat, tiger altered; one female Falcon or Mustang ( except GT).
d~ck and speakers .(good). $650 or
angora mottled calico. House cats $19 for the pair, call ext. 585 or 751- best offer!!! It can't hurt to call.
that don't go outside. Good com- 0677.
Contact John Barker, 683-2536 or
panions, friendly. 723-8340 or 728Jeff Heiser 86~-0266.
2924, please act quickly. They need FOR SALE: gold 1971 Aslung,
homes now ..
$600.00. Call 738-1876,ask for Brian.
WATER BED consisting of a
heater, liner, Queen size mattress
FOR SALE: 4 Patriots tickets
and raised finished frame. For
(adjacent seats> for December 2nd FOR SALE: 1966 Chevrolet, 283, sale, call 942-2257.
game at Foxboro against the San Automatic, Power Steering, 68,000
FOR SALE: 1971 Dodge Charger.
Diego Chargers. Price is $7.00 per Miles, Excellent condition. Asking
Dark Gold with white vin,yl roof._
ticket. Contact Mike B. at 949-3109. $450.00. ,Call Peter: 941-3931.
Rally wheels, 318 2V. Mint condition. Asking $2400 or best offer.
Call ~25-50~9.
<CLIP AND SAVE>
WANTED: Someone to translate
letters written in Danish. Contact
Jeanine Rondeau in care of Student
Union Mail~x.

-~----------~--------~-------,

I

ToCo:::::is
:• Committee
Together

Dr. Francis Marciniak directs the RIC Symphonic Band in rehearsal
for the upcoming concert on December 7, in Roberts Hall at 8:15 p.m.

212-2620
~----~-------------------------

FOR SALE: 1963 Chevrolet Impala
2 Door. $125. Call 351-529't
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into a monstrous despotism of
frightening proportions. They
knew that a people enlightened
bv the Word of God and instructed from the Word of God
are grand requisites
and
fundamental to the experience
of political institution~ that
aspire to be free.
For these reasons, they
·
by Rev. Ennio Cugini ,
· provided for a government that
would allow for the maximum
of expressions of liberty and
"Had New England been day. the eleventh day_ of freedom. But they fought well
colonized immediately on the December. This day is kept as against all forms of license and
discovery of the American the origin of New England. The tyranny. Government, they
continent the old English in- name Plymouth was taken in rightly concluded. was God's
stitutions would have been memory of the kindnesses and weapon, administered by men
planted with the Roman 'hospitalities'
they
had to suppress and punish any
Catholic hierarchy; had the received at the last English outbreaks of these, They
settlement been made under port from which they had viewed government as an
agency for God and as a
Elizabeth; it would have been sailed.
safeguard of those rights
before activity of the popular
It must be remembered that
mind in religion had awakened political liberty always derives guaranteed humanity by the
a corresponding activity in from religious liberty. -Political Word of the living God. Their·
politics. The Pilgrims were liberty is not a self-sustaining sufferings and experiences at
the hands of bigots and
Englishmen,
Protestants,
entity in itself. Political
exiles for conscience, men liberty, as such, cannot be unreasonable men compelled
them to be the chief advocates
disciplined by misfortunes,
exported as distinct and apart
of the doctrine
of the
cultivated by opportunities of from the religious liberty
wide observation and equal in which engendered and created separation of church and state.
Americans everywheres owe
rans as in rights," so wrote the it. It cannot exist without the
eminent historian
George fire of religious liberty. And an eternal debt of gratitude to
Bancroft of our Founding
religious liberty for one and all this humble peopl'e from
Fathers.
has ever generated from a Nottinghamshire. Their labors
In another place he ob- knowledge of the Word of God and achievements are our
served, "In the cabin of the and by the Power unleashed in heritage.
Mayflower
humanity
and through a people when the
recovered its rights, and in- Word of God is believed and set
stituted government on the - free. Our Fathers were free
basis of equal laws enacted by men who desired freedom to
all the peop,e for the general worship in churches of their
good."
'
own. For this they were called
Worthy of mention is the Separatists and Independents.
farewell given to the Pilgrims They were a rising class of
prior to their departure from men that desired liberty to
Leyden by their Pastor, the separate from the established,
Rev. John Robinson. It reveals monarchy controlled Church of
By J. Stanley Lemons
to us the distinctive Christian England. For this they were
Gordon Hall, nationally
character of the people, whose persecuted, their ministers
known expert and lecturer on
faith,
doctrines,
and forced to subscribed to the political
extremism
in
viewpoints the God of history Prayer Book in violation of America, will speak at RIC on
employed to establish
a their consciences, some were Thursday, December 6. The
Republic upon. He said, "I hanged for non-compliance. It Distinguished
Films
and
charge you before God and his was· their desire to withdraw Lecturers'
Committee
is
blessed angels, that you follow and separate
from
the bringing Mr. Hall for a special
me no farther than you have established church, this was lecture entitled "From Far
seen me follow the Lord Jesus their genius and distinguishing Right to Far Left," which will
Christ. The Lord has more feature. Their desire and be given at 4 p.m. in the
truth yet to break out of His subsequent separation not only auditorium of Horace Mann
Holy Word. I cannot suf- revealed a mass of sterling building. Mr. Hall is known to
ficiently bewail the condit,ionof character and a desire for many in the community from
the Reformed churches who something better but it served lectures given in past years at
are come to a period ii:i as a magnificent protest, for other colleges and through his
religion, and will go at present all to read, against the abuses columns on extremism which
no farther
than the in- and the ·intolerances that the have been featured in the
struments
of. their refor- prelates and the monarchy Providence Journal.
mation. Luther and Calvin jointly were the perpetrators
Because he never attended
were great and shining lights of. Their only crime was their college himself, it is ironic that
in their times, yet they desire to be loyal to the Word of he appears most frequently
penetrated not into the whole God. For this they became before college and university
counsel of God. I beseech you, .exiles in a foreign land.
audiences.
Yet, this selfremember it-tis an article of
Their concept of political educated specialist of the
your church covenant- that you liberty and of government was American fringes is recognized
be ready to receive whatever embodied and enshrined within by scholars and the general
truth shall be make known to the lines of the Mayflower public to be nearly the best
you from the written Word of Compact. They understood
informed and keenest analyst
God."
perfectly that the State without of extremists in the nation. He
The exploring party of the the support of a knowledge of has made it his life work since
forefathers
of this nation its divinely ordained character
1947to discover, closely watch,
landed at Plymouth on Mon- and functions can degenerate· and expose the ideas and ac-
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For The
Right
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That'swhereit's at!
DEAR FACULTY

AND STAFF,

Like
the other two student
publications, our working budget
has been cut. Thus, we are asking
you ( since you do not pay a students'
activity fee and thus do not contribute to our support), to subscribe.
It will cost you $2.50 a year. In return, you will receive 27 issues of the
ANCHOR delivered swiftly to you
through the campus mail. It's the
best way of finding out what the kids
are thinking, if at al I.

PLEASE RETURN THE FORM
TO:
THE ANCHOR, S.U. Bldg. or call
exts. 311 or 471.

Gordon D.
Hall at
RIC

How To_...

·

<from Pg.

anopeningin RIC's integration
quota.
9. Must be unknown to the rest
of his contemporaries,
all
students and almost the entire

world.
10. Must be able to stay out of
the way of students. The
following assure this:
a. Never be seen in Donovan.
b. Never be in office, except
as scheduled.
c. Ask students not to bother
him without an appointment.
d. Should students get in to
see him, be too busy that day.

11. Must be busier with
working toward his Ph.D. than
working with students.
•
12. Must be on as many committees as possible.

2)

13. Must not flunk too many
students - unless in the hard
sciences
(e.g.,
physics,
biology) ; then he must try to
flunk as many students as
possible.
·
14. Must never date a student
or show any physical attraction to one.
15. Must have a handy
repertoire of books and authors
that he can refer students to,
most of which he knows they
can never find.
16. Must have a central doctrine upon which his teaching
is based. This assures that he
will be able to avoid considering other points of view.
17. Must feel that it is possible
to create smart students by
getting them to do it his way.

tivit1es of the Far Right and
Left. This vocation grew from
his own experiences
with
extremism.
He was the last of nine
children born into a poor
family in New York. His father
died when he was a year old
and he left school for work at
age 15. World War II intervened and he spent 31
months in the Army. Because
of his skill at basketball, he
was placed in charge of the
gymnasium
at Adak, the
Aleutian Islands. He believed
that the black soldiers, who
were forced to play on
segregated teams, should be
allowed to play on the white
teams. His conviction in this
regard led to his being included
in a leftist group at the Army
base. Hall recalls that he was
fascinated by the brilliant
conversation of the others in
the group. He had only an
eighth grade education; they
were artists,
actors, and
writers. But, when he sought to
enlist their aid in integrating
the basketball teams, they told
hirh that it was better to keep
the blacks segregated, that it
dramatized the position of the
blacks, making it easier to
carry
on agitation
and
18. Must never use four letter propaganda for the revolution.
words or allow sex discussions Shocked, Hall withdrew from
the group and · spent his time
to take place in class.
19. Must be willing to hold at reading. During his stay in the
.least one class a semester Aleutians he read an estimated
outdoors so that students m,ight 1000 books.
When the war was over, he
know he is a progressive inwent to work for Grumman
structor.
20. Must maintain that grades Aircraft as a paymaster. He
are evil, but what can he do once told an executive at
Grummun
about his ex-.
except give them.
This constitutes a broad perience with the Communists
outline
of abilities
that at · Adak, and the executive
professors themselves con- brought an anticommunist
pamphlet for Hall to read. It
sider essential
to normal
was full of idiotic statements,
functioning.
The question such as FDR's ·being a comwhich remains, however, is munist. Hall went to see the
why these abilities are the editor of the pamphlet himself
essential
ones. · From
a and "found him to be as
student's viewpoint, it can be ignorant as I had expected."
readily suggested that they are These experiences with the
far from adequate.
Right and Left led to Hall's

deciding to quit his -job and
embark on a new career of
investigating extremism an_d
educating others about the
. extremist
threat
to
parliamentary
democracy.
For this in the last Z1 years he
has had to endure threats fohis
life, physical beatings by
opponents,
an attempted
kidnapping of his son, and
being physically driven from
the lecture platform by student
radicals. Hate groups from
Right to Left love to hate
Gordon Hall.

W. Va. Exchange
Ugh!! Some one explained it
was from the plant adjacent to
the campus.
. "Is it always this bad?" I
asked.
"No," an anonymous vo1ce
taunted, "Sometimes it gets
worse."
As I limped into the High
Rise, sore from the bus and
plane ride, I could feel my
stomach tighten. I felt as
though all eyes were upon us.
"Crazy honkies," someone
muttered. <Have you ever l}ad
the feeling .that you made a
BIG mistake?).
The first impression of the
cafeteria was lasting.
"How nice of them to have a
meal ready for us," I thought
to myself. (Using the word
'meal' as loosely as possible.)
All the items on the plate were
completely
unrecognizable.
Needless to say, I didn't eat.
During the meal, I heard one
of the other exchange students
gasp, and I tried like hell to
find out what happened, but he
remained tight lipped until
about a week later, when I
learned the truth.
He spotted a rat running
undrr the soda machine. .
To be Continued.
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Transportation
From
the
Environmental
Education Committee

by Barry Schiller

coming of the energy
cr1s1s has brought much
cooperation
on reducing
heating, lighting, etc. But in
one area of obviously inefficient energy use, transportation, little has been done.
On a day in spring 1971, all
RIC classes were cancelled.
Instead, workshops were held
on various matters of campus
concern. One workshop called
"The Campus as an EcoSystem" made the following
proposals on transportation:
1 Encourage people to form
car pools.
2 Subsidize
bus transportation between RIC and
municipal areas.
3 Have a committee set up
to study building a multi-story
garage.
4 Landscape unavoidable
new parking
lots with
greenery, etc.
In al~ost three years since,
not a thmg has resulted from
any of this. As for car pools, the
percentage of cars in and out of
RIC that contain only the
driver has remained about
80%. More precisely, a sample
of 1037 cars taken at various
times last week at both entrances showed 79.1% had but
one person, and only 3.6%had
more than two! Note, besides

saving energy, if only half the
drivers now drivim! alone
would form car pools of three
with each other the number of
cars on campus would be
reduced by 27% with consequent
improvement
of
parking, congestion, and even
air pollution problems. For a
while the Parking Committee
considered restricting certain
central lots for car-poolers, but
decided the parking situation
wasn't critical enough to
justify it.
No change has been made in
bus service to RIC and to my
knowledge no one is looking
into improving it. State officials
turned
down
suggestions of reduced fares
for college students. Estimates
on a parking garage indicated
the average cost of providing a
parking space would rise from
about $10 to $100 per year, and
everyone screamed at the
thought of parking fees.
Finally, the new lot behind the
dorms shows what has been
done about landscaping.
So no changes. Everyone has
been maximizing their personal convenience, which is
reasonable, but the net results
of the consequent one-in-a-car
society are catching up fast.
Providence and other cities

targum crossword
9

10

11

12

15
16
18

22
25

39 Please reply
43 Carpentry need
1 Prestigious Eastern 44 Agreement
university
45 Sailor
8 Narrative poems
46 Suffix: one who
13 Lobe of the brain
47 Illuminated solarly
14 Shrink back
49 Robert Vaughn TV
ro 1e
16 Leave the country
17 Starr
50 Loose-1eaf notebook
18 Not any
52 Hyena]i ke mamma
1
19 Part of men's
54 Suburb of Chicago
formal attire
55 Computer memories
21 Turkish headgear
56 France
22 Container of
57 Calms
genetic code
23 Birthstone
DOWN
24 Cicero's cat
25 Famous ta 1ks
'20s song or
{angry)
woman's name
27 In a 28 "Petrified Forest"
2 Bathroom fixture
star
3 Andrews
4 From Essen (abbr.)
29 Egyptian city
31 Two--(small
car) 5 State: Fr.
32 Fond look backwards 6 Able to reason
7 Pastime of many
35 Clergyman
36 Functioning
students
37 Thirty-ninth Vice
8 City in Iraq
President
9 Honey buzzard
38 Typeof shirt
10 Jewels
ACROSS

11 Bits of colored
paper
12 Avoid
13 Awaits decision
15 More indolent
20 O'Brien
24 More beloved
26 Hangs from
21-across
27 dive
28 Wagers
30 Pack
31 Short, stumpy tail
32 WWIItarget
33 College subject
(abbr.)
34 Bring into practice
35 Becomesa 1anned
38 Sunflower state
(abbr.)
40 <:urly, e.g.
41 Steakhouse chain
42 Teachers (abbr,)
44 Thick soup
47 Moslemtitle: var.
48 Walked on
49 Babe Ruth homer
51 "I 1i ke -"
53 Libyan measure

face transportation controls
because of the polluted air. Our
cities have generally suffered,
the independence of our
foreign policy is uncertain, our
beaches face off-shore oil
drilling, urban sprawl and
general
ugliness
are
spreading, mobility is reduced
by annoying
congestion,
transportation for those who
cannot drive is inadequate, and
finally there is an imminent
shortage of fuel!
What can be done? Since it
uses energy from 3 to 10 times
more efficiently than the
average car, mass transit
must get more emphasis.
Anyone living in the East Side,
downtown, Olneyville or Smith
' St. sections of Providence can
probably use existing service.
It may be possible next
semester· to try experimental
bus service from other areas.
Possibilities are downtown
Woonsocket;
Downtown
Pawtucket; East Greenwich,
the Warwick Malls and Park
Ave, Cranston; Rte 6 in North
Scituate
and
Johnston;
Greenville and Centredale. If
anyone would use service
(indicate how regularly) on a
8:25 arrival, 4:35 departure
basis please contact the Environmental
Education
Committee, The Bureau, RIC,
or call ext. 228.
Most of us, however, will
have to look to car pools. This
committee is investigating
computerizing car pools for
second semester - in the
meantime the Anchor, The
Messenger and the RIC Briefs
will provide free car pool ads.
The more effective such
voluntary efforts are, the more
likely we can avoid involuntary
restrictions!
On a larger scale we have to
look to government to help
create
more "balanced"
transportation. Indeed there
are many innovative ideas
around; fares have been
substantially reduced in such
cities as Atlanta, Cincinnati,
San Diego, St. Louis and
Seattle; Boston tried reducing
off-peak fares, and the Hartford area is trying fringe area
parking where people can
leave their cars and ride a bus.
San Francisco has a downtown
parking lot tax, new ferry
SP.rvice,bicycle lanes, all day
bus tickets, as well as a whole
new rapid transit system.
However,
Federal
transportation spending in this
decade has been about 30:1 for
autos over mass transit and
just last week the Senate
rejected- an attempt to substantially
change
the
priorities. In Rhode Island
nothing innovative has been
tried except perhaps for Mayor
Doorley's attempt to encourage car-pooling in an
unfortunately situated city lot
downtown. Also, only about
12% of our state's
transportation capital development
through 1983 i5' planned for
mass transit. So I believe we
have to prod our government
as well as act responsibly
ourselves in order to ensure a
sensible future transportation
system!
Note: Last week's introductory column was written
by committee
secretary
William
Swigart.
Other
committee members are Walt
Blanchard, Ken Borst, Birchwood Crooke, John Finger,
Stanford Demars, Richard
Green (chairman)
Peter
Harman, Richard Keough
Renato Leonelli, Ira Lough;
Bruce Mielke, Philip Pearson
Barry Schiller, Ellsworth
Starring, and Lon Weber.
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several others, some of which
are dealt with elsewhere in this
issue. Others will be dealt with
(Continued from P. 5)
in forthcoming issues, as they
several years to the days when are presented to us.
a seller's market existed in
education. In the middle sixties
These are the facts as we
department chairmen really found them and. now they're
had to hustle for good teachers out in the open. On one hand we
and had to pay good salaries. encounter some officials unThus professors who had been willing to discuss merit pay,
here for some time were others who have tried sucsimply getting their regular cessive tactics to divert our
increases, yet a new professor attention and then others who
might very easily be hired at a are more than eager to tell all.
much higher salary than that We are now aware that there
already established professor seems to be an inner politics
was being paid after many controlling the scene. It is our
years of service.''
sin'cere hope that those faculty
with useful information talk to
"Now with the flood of us about it (as before we
personnel on_ the market, a promise confidentiality). The
chairman
can hire good faculty member who holds
professors within 48 hours and back is the antithesis of
pretty much pay them what he academic freedom,. and this
wishes. With this new buyers' entire campus becomes one
market, we have an op- grossly misfigured joke.
portunity to set straight a lot of
the inequities
Paul was
Computer
referring to."

Salary Inequities

Watches Bikes
Another reliable source had
this to say: "I know of one case
where a professor in the
Psychology department beat
the salary problem by quitting
for several years and then
being re-hired. When he was
rehired he received a salary
f~r in excess of what he would
have received had he stayed."
In the past few months
several other, much more
important
questions
and
grievances have popped up.
Several faculty wanted to know
why audio-visual aids and
lecture budgets are so hard to
come by for liberaT arts
departments, and so easily
procurred by science departments, education, etc. Could it
be that the older departments
that were here when RIC was
RICE have priority? There are

AMES, IO (CPS)~ Victims
of bicycle theft in Ames Iowa
will no longer ne;d to
remember an obscure serial
number in order to prove theft,
under a new computer
registration program for the
city.
Upon registration with the
Ames Police Dept., a computer
will record the bicycle's serial
number alongside the owner's
name. It is hoped that the
system will discourage thefts
because of the increased
possibility of bicycle thieves
being found, according to
police personnel.
Records of lost bicycles will
be kept and exchanged with
cooperating
central
Iowa
cities, hopefully incr~sing the
return rate of stolen bikes.
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Around the Town
MOVIES

December 2
Walkabout Gaige Hall 8 p.m. Admission$ .75 with RIC I.D. and
$1.QOwithout ·
December 5
Point Blank Gaige Hall, 7: 30. Admission $ .75
PRODUCTIONS

BROWN
November 30, December 1, December 2
The Johnnie Show by the R.I. Feminist Theatre Faunce House
Art Gallery, 8 p.m., Admission $1.00
TRINITY SQUARE REPERTORY COMPANY
November 29 - December 23
Alfred The Great, Lederer Theater, 8 p.m., and Saturday
matinee 2 p.m. Reserved seats $4.00,General Admission $2.00
VETERANS MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
December 3 antl 4
The prisoner of Second Ave., 8 p.m. Tickets $7, $6,$5, $3.50
CONCERTS AND MIXERS

RIC
November 30
BOG Mixer featuring "Naked Truth"
VETERANS MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
December 1
Budapest Symphany Orchestra, 8 p.m.

•

NOTICE

Domenic Coppolino, M.
Consulting Psychiatrist,
will have office hours at the
Campus Health Center,
,._

by Appointment,
Mondays 1 :oo- 5 :00-p.m.
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BAYER
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etc. Restock
Company
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STARTS
IMMEDIATELY!
COMPANY
FURNISHED
ACCOUNTS!
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MINIMUM
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withIf you
meet
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have the
in 30 days.
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If vou ask him whether
Rhode· Island College's new
Biological Sciences Learning
Center doesn't carry with it
overt ones of Orwell's "1984"
Richard Keogh displays a
characteristic small wry smile
suggesting that he anticipated
the question and has answered
it countless times before.
''When we replaced the
traditional laboratory sections
for our biology classes with two
audio-tutorial labs this fall we
actually
increased
substantially the potential for
student involvement· in the
learning
process
and
materially improved the opportunities for personal contact between students and
faculty,"
responds
the
associate professor of biology,
guiding force behind the
development of the Biological
Sciences Learning Center.
The threat of a depersonalized,
electronic
dominated
curriculum
monopolizing student options is
so far away from what the
audio-tutorial
concept
developed at RIC is all about
that Dr. Keogh and his
associates can't even take such
queries seriously.
As long ago as five years ago
the RIC Biology Department
was presenting video-taped
lectures
for
four-credit,
biology 101-102, the basic
course. But until this semester
all lab sections had been offered in the traditional format,
with instructors and a room-set
up with lab desk stations for
each class member. The
available space, more than
ever a critical factor until
RIC's
planned
scienceclassroom building is constructed, limited scheduling
flexibility and tied up both
faculty and rooms in a costly
and sometimes inefficient
system.
''The process was strictly
linear and was geared to a
lock-step progression with
each student covering the
same ground at the same
time," Dr. Keogh points out.
The audio-tutorial concept,
which replaces laboratory
classes for all introductory
biology courses, is a selfpaced, self-scheduled, studentcentered experience.
Two large classroom spaces
in RIC's Alger Hall have been
converted to use as audio
centers similar to language lab
centers. There are 38 individual carrels in one space
and 22 in the other. The
Biological Sciences Learning
Center also contains two rooms
. for viewing the videotaped
lecture presentations.
The
center is open weekdays from 8
a.m. to 7 p.m., except Friday
when it closes at 2 p.m.
Students view the videotaped
_presentations, and follow the
progress of the lecture with the
assistance
of a script/workbook. After assimilating
the
particular
concepts
covered in the video presentation, the student can then go
to an audio-tutorial carrel and
begin lab work relating to it at
his own pace. The tape in~
structs the student in the steps
that must be performed in each
experiment. Several central
work spaces with materials
are provided for use by
everyone. The student may
replay portions of the tape,
compare notes from the video
presentation and most importantly seek assistance from
two graduate assistants who
are on duty whenever the
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TRUCKING
If you are going ANYWHERE,at any time, this service is for you. It
is free, accessible and reaches a lot more people than a note on a bulletin
board. To participate, please furnish the following information: 1) Are
you a driver or rider? 2) Where are you going from and to? 3) When are
you going? 4) Are you willing to share expenses? 5) Who are you and
where can you be reached' Notices will be run for two weeks only unless
renewed. Again, the service is free and will allow you to reach a large
audience and is not limited to commuting back and forth from RIC. The
responsibility for the smooth operat,on of the service rests with the
participants and not with the Anchor.

Drivers
Leaving West Warwick for
11:00 a.m. classes Mon. and
Tues. and 10:00 a.m. classes
on Wed. and Fri. Leaving RIC
Mon. and Thurs. at 3: 00 p.m.,
Tues. 4: 00 p.m., Wed. 12 noon,
l<'ri. 1: 00 p.m. Call Ann at 8211332.

Riders
From H.IC to Warwick. Will
share expenses. Anytime aft~r
these hours: Mon.-4 p.m.,
·Tues.-12 noon, Wed. and
Thurs.-2 p.m., Fri.-3 p.m. Call
Frank at 828-9247.·

From to H.IC to New York
f'.jty on Friday, November 2 or
Leaving East Side for RIC, Saturday, November 3. Will
Contact
Mon. at 8 p.m. Call Will, 331- Share expenses.
Steven Sickles Suite R. Weber
0008.
Hall at 831-9505.
Leaving University_ Heights
area for RIC, Mon. tltru Wed.
From RIC to Warwick. Will
for 11 a.m. classes an<l Thurs. share expenses. Mon. 2 p.m. or
and Fri. for 10 a.m. classes. later; Tues. 5 p.m. or later;
Leaving RIC for University Thurs. 7 p.m. or later. Call
Heights, Mon., Tues., Thurs., Linda 737-2810. ·
after 4 p.m. Wed. and Fri. after
2 p.m. Call Rachel at 351-3679. To RIC from either Elmwood < near 400's) of HunLeaving
Attleboro,
Mon. ington Ave. Contact Sunny
preferably
by
through Fri. for 9 a.m. classes. Mancinelli
student
mailbox
or
941-2814.
Leaving RIC Mon., Tues., &
Thurs., at 3 p.m. Wed. at 5_p.m.
and Fri. at 2 p.m. Call 222-3138, Ride needed from Smith St.
ask for Alice.
and Gentian Ave. at 9:30 every
morning to RIC. Please Call
center is open. The student can 3534672.
spend as much time as
Need rides from RIC to East
necessary to understand the
material.
side daily at about 5 p.m. Call
The time required
for Dale, Ext. 488 or 751-7725
completing
the lab work (night).
connected with each videotape
presentation
has
been
Ride wanted to Winstoncalculated at approximately 3 Salem, N. Carolina on or soon
hours per week, the same time after Dec. 17th. Call 831-9289.
a student would spend in Linda, 1B
traditional lab set ups.
Every week there is an inRide wanted frow East Side
tegrated quiz section in which to RIC and from RIC to East
groups of 10students meet with Side. I'll give the exact times
a faculty member for a short when you contact me. Mary,
review quiz of the material 751-1653.
covered during the preceding
week. The small sections
From RIC to Pawtucket on
provide for increased
in- Monday at 6: 30 p.m. Call 723dividual attention and allow for 9796 after 5: 00 p.m. Ask for
extensive discussion following Linda.
the quiz which lasts about
seven to ten minutes.
The students are evaluated
not only in terms of their
written work but also are
judged
on weekly
oral
presentations
at these integrated quiz sections. Each
student can also obtain more
intensive individual help by
making an appointment with a
faculty member during free
hours.
Cu_rrently there are approximately 480students in the
introductory biology course
according to Dr. Keogh and it
SISTERS
may go to five hundred. The
time saved by utilizing the
PICK UP
media available to them has
(Please turn to "1984" Pg. 19)

SISTERS
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RIC to Offer Latin
PORTRAITS

American Major

hy Jeffrey L. Heiser

Day Sketch

Thanksgiving
Coming home? Sure. Want
us to get you a ticket for the
game? O.K.
So I get in the car and drive,
drive, drive all the way home
from school the day before
Thanksgiving (because they
close all the dorms early). No
classes, all canceled, no one
wants to spend that last day on
So I went to the
campus.
dining center for breakfast
before leaving, greasy bacon,
rotten eggs, lots of milk to
settle my stomach so I don't
throw up in the car on the way
home. Not too many people in
the dining center, everybody's
gone home. Even the cooks
have rigged it so they can get
the hell out in the least amount
of time. Tastes it too, so I eat
and walk out, nine o'clock cool
breeze blowing by me, the
sun's still out but it isn't warm
any more, so I get in the car
and drive, drive, drive.
Disgustingly enough the
Christmas decorations are
already up. Makes one feel
very tired, very old, and quite
cheated. Come on, they're two
weeks too early. So I can only
light up and smoke driving by
the pizza joJnts and sidewalk
merchants, hoping that the
bloody wreaths strung from
building to building across the
streets will fall down on cars
and just stop everything.
I don't read the papers at
school, so when I get home I
pick one up and the stores are
already at it. The "come-buyour-turkey" ads are far outnumbered by the bloody
''come-and-get-your-toys-realchea p." I decide to take a nap.
Mom comes home about
four, waking me up as she
slams the door behind her. We
say hello, talk about school,
work, tomorrow's meal. Then:
"What do you want for
Christmas?"
"Already? Come on, Mom,
we haven't even had turkey
soup yet.''
"Well, you know, you have to
start thinking of these things
early now. Can't wait 'til the
last minute."
"You got five weeks to think
about it. What's the hurry?"
"Well, I'll be ready this year.
The stores are always filled
with people trying to do last
minute shopping."
So after supper I just have to
get out of the house and go for a
drive, and going past the
shopping centers, the parking
lots are already packed and the
traffic is lousy. Have to get the
hell out. Back in town, down at
the local bar watching all the
high school senior football
players doing pitchers Qf beer
before the big game. Some
of kids I
little brothers
graduated with, but most of the
faces are unfamiliar.
Day
The Thanksgiving
Game is played on an open
field, the wind sweeps down
from the north and blew the
cold rain right into the faces of
the hometown crowd. The rain
had begun during half-time, so
the officials were not about to
stop the game. The hometown
team was getting creamed,
and most of the alumni had

moved away, so, being soaked
through to the skin, I made it
home, puns of "fowl weather"
running through my foggy
I
little head. Swearing,
stumbled into the house,
dripping water all over the
place as I made my ·way into
the bathroom to take a hot
shower and get some dry
clothes on. My parents hadn't
gone to the game, proving to be
a wise move for them, and
Little Mother had a few words
for me about cleaning up the
water that I left in the hallway.
The meal was small, but
delicious. Years of experience
had taught my mother not to
buy oqe of those monster
turkeys that kept everyone
supplied with soup, sandwiches
and a dozen recipes from
"Better Homes and Gardens"
until Christmas, when we were
ready for another one.
That night I wanted to go out
to a bar and· get dead drnnk,
however, I decided to sit home
by the fire and watch the
football games on T.V. with
dear old Dad. Better to have
gone out and run about like a
creature in the rain, for once
again I was subjected to
commercial after commercial
of everything from dolls to
autographed hockey sticks.
Nearly all of them began with
some form of "this Christmas,
ask Mom and Dad for ... '' And
picking up a copy of Time to
tune-in on world and national
of issue,
(date
affairs
November), I was depressed
and down-hearted to find not a
turkey, let alone a tale of
Pilgrim heritage, but a giftwrapped bottle, . of whiskey
under a well-lit artificial tree.
I ·ran into the kitchen and
checked the date on the
calendar, November 23. I was
still full from the late afternoon
turkey, yet everything around
me nearly had me looking for
snow on the . ground and
presents under the tree. Had
Thanksgiving become just a
breather before the longer
December vacation, just a
warm-up for the later hustle
and bustle? Before I left to go
back to school Sunday evening,
Mother reminded me to get my
cards off early this year. I told
her that they didn't have a Post
Office in Heaven.

With the addition of ohly one
new course. Rhode Island
College has developed a major
in Latin American Studies
which is available to students,
beginning this fall. It is
believed that RIC's program is
the only undergraduate major
in Latin American Studies in
Rhode Island according to the
program's director, Dr. Dix
Coons. chairman of the RIC
modern languages department.
A committee was formed
last spring consisting of five
members representative of the
disciplines concerned. Acting
as an advisory unit for the
committee
the
. director,
identified a core of existing
courses which would complement existing majors such
as anthropology, history and
Spanish.
The committee was able to
"lift up" a number of courses
already offered at the college
with Latin
which dealt
America, Fifteen courses have
been designated as a concentration in Latin American
Studies.
The new course is an inseminar
t erd epa rtm en tal
entitled "Topics in Latin
American, Studies''.
According to Dr. Coons, the
RIC Latin American Studies
Program will seek to prepare
for both
its participants
vocational and civic ends. The
will emphasize
program
historic, linguistic, social and
economic systems in this
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Dr. Coons added that the
program provides insight into
Latin America for those
contemplating
students
or
in business
careers
government service. It also
seeks to contribute greater
understanding on the level of
cross cultural interaction in
the western hemisphere.
Accordingly, the program
will try to encourage foreign
residence and foreign study to
as great a degree as possible.
now being
Arrangements
made could make it possible
for RIC Latin American
Studies majors to study in
Mexico during summer 1974,
out.
Dr. Coons pointed
the
with
Discussions
Universita Ibero Americana
are underway, and other
programs with Mexican inas . the
such
stitutions
University of America in
Pueblo are in the works.
the
Dr. Coons stresses
utilitarian value of the new
major, explaining that wjth a
minimum of difficulty a
student may combine Latin
American Studies with another
academic major and thereby
receive a double preparation
for a career which relates

knowledge of Latin America to
another specialty.
The advisorv committee
which with Dr. Coons has been
instrumental in developing the
new program at RIC is comprised of: Dr. Frances Dean.
assistant professor of English
<Dr. Dean has extensive
bilingual-bicultural experience
in the area of Latin American
Studies): Dr. Eileen Maynard,
associate professor of An<Dr.
thropology/Geography
Maynard has participated in
field study among the Indian
cultures of South America and
exhas wide bicultural
Carey
Dr.
perience):
assistant
Rickabaugh,
professor of political science
<Dr, Rickabaugh has lived in
Bolivia and has a special interest in the political structure
of developing nations); and Dr.
associate
Pyle,
Norman
professor· of history <Dr. Pyle
has a special interest in the
history of Latin America).
The RIC faculty also has a
of
number
considerable
· members who posesses substantial background in Latin
American subjects.
of the
A requirement
program will be that all
students must demonstrate
proficiency in either Spanish or
the
Among
Portuguese.
modern languages department
faculty are Dr. Kathleen
Nelson and Dr. T. Steven Tegu,
with
associate professors,
intensive knowledge of the
language and cultures of Latin
America. Both have lived in
Latin American countries.

Rhode Island College 8.0.G-.
presents
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major political and geographic
region of the world. he said.
aims at
The program
providing options in the social
sciences program for students
in elementary and secondary
education curricula. It also
intends to prepare students for
positions in the elementa·ry
schools to deal with social
studies units on Latin America.
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News You May Have

Polish Social

Missed

Cultural Club
Planned

Recognizing that the world
doesn't stand still while the
ANCHOR
takes
its
Thanksgiving
break,
we
present as a service several
interesting news items that
occured
since
our last
publishing date.

testimony before the Congress
on the firing of Archibald Cox.
The White House promptly
denied this, saying that Mr.
Nixon used the term "inaccurate recall" rather than
"liar."

•••••

•••Every time Mr. Nixon uses
Air Force One to fly to San
Clemente, enough fuel i~
consumed to heat 38 average
sized houses for a full year.
•••Mr. Nixon's November 17th
meeting with A.P. Managing
Editors yielded several gems.
Among them, that Msrs.
Erlichman
and Haldeman
should be considered "Guilty,
guilty
until proven
not
guilty ... That's the American
system of justice.''

<Drake, North Dakota). The
School Committee of Drake,
responding to calls from
concerned parents and a local
churchmen seized all copies of
several books being used by a.
class in Drake's high school.
One
of
the
titles,
SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE,
by Kurt Vonnegut,
was
declared obscene by the school
committee
and was incinerated
in the school's
hea-ting system. Members of
the committee obj~ted to the
use of certain four-letter words
in the best-selling
novel.
Retorted one member to
charges of Nazism: "It's no
one's business in Pierre, Des
Moines or New York what we
do here in Drake! " According
to the recent Supreme Court
ruling on· poronography, he
may be right.
Kurt Vonnegut, the author of
the burned book commented
that the only thing his book
might do to the students is "to
make them pacifists."
••••••

Also, Mr. Nixon noted that he
did not bring a back~up plane
for Secret S~rvice agents when
he flew to Florida. If his plane
went down that would "save
them the trouble of impeachment."

ON NIXON'S TRAIL:
As President Nixon waded
into the crowd at the Memphis
Airport during his recent swing
through the South, he approached a member of the
crowd. Mistaking the person,
who happened to be a sergeant
in the Marin_e Corps, for
someone else evidently, Mr.
Nixon noted the small child in
his arms and asked the
sergeant whether he was the
child's mother or sister. There
was an awkward silence until
Mr. Nixon realized
his
mistake. Quite embarrassed,
Mr. Nixon reached out and
tapped the sergeant several
times on the cheek.
The sergeant commented
later that this was the greatest
honor that had ever been
bestowed on him.
Several Republican Senators
reported that in private conversations
with
them,
President Nixon ref«red to
former Attorney General Elliot
Richardson as "a. liar" ahd
suggested that Mr. Richardson
had perJure4 .~If
in his

P"OUSH CHRISTMAS PARTY

on Wednesday, December 12th
from 2 PM to 4 PM in the
Faculty Club, Private Dining ,,.
Room. Program will include
slides, music and koledy
<Christmas Carols). Refreshments will be served. Sponsored by Professor Kenneth F.
Lewal ski (Gaige 304 E) and
Steven Baginski (Class of '77).
Have fun, express your ethnic
identity, enri'ch the ethnic
diversit}' at RIC.

,- FiletMignon
ti '&Fun_,
t
~teakburgers f
ti & Laughter . ~·

( Continued from P. 17)

- been a boon to the biology
fa~ulty_.
It 1s a case of a very
collaborative
approach, a
~earn c?urse whi~h employs
mstrucbonal media to do a
routine job as well or better
than a "live" teacher can do
it," Dr. Keogh maintains.

This the RIC faculty aims to
do better than ever now that
their
time
for
routine
repetitive teaching chores in
the introductory lab sections
has been redistributed
for
more effective use.
The· initial investment of
man hours to prepare the tapes
is large, Dr. Keogh conceded,

An Open Letter

To the Student
Body of RIC
<Continued from P. 20>

Our sports year had a
tremendous start, with the
completion of a fine 8-4 season
in cross-country and the soccer
team's great 13-3-0 record,
which topped off the best
season in the history of the
sport at Rhode Island College.
Another
milestone
was
achieved when R.I.C. received
a post-season bid to the
N.A.I.A. District 32 Soccer
Tour_namel\t.
Now is the time for you and
your friends to support our
athletics and the teams as they
make their contribution to
what might be one of the best
years in the history of Anchormen sports.

A survey taken among
students who had the course in
a previous year when only the
video presentations were involved showed that more than
80% of _those responding
favored the television approach over mass lectures
which would have been the
alternative.

·
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but many of the presentations
can be used for years and
_years because they deal witQ
_information that is basic and
which changes little. Dr.
Keogh estimated
that it
required as much as 100 man
hours to produce som~ of the 35
minute videotapes, and a
proportionate amount of time
for some of the audio tapes.
But the return on the initial
expenditure of time is excellent he feels.

1984

Sincerely,
William M. Baird
Director of Athl~ti~

j

{ Shrimp
~V&Talk,

<2>Two-4 rm. apts. for rent Sl65 each or as
whole house $325 per mo. Stove<s) and
refrigerator<sl. parking. central heat, near
college, will furnish. 861-7713 or 521-9699.
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is...
}{ Steak& People,
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Students and Faculty interested in forming a Polish
Social and Cultural Club at
Rhode Island College are
cordially invited to attend a

(Kinshasa,
Zaire)
The
government of Zaire has acted · "If a teacher is doing nothing
to correct injustices done to more than providing one way
one of the world's most op- communication a videotape
pressed minority
groups.
could replace him, but a
President Mobuto Sese Seko teacher who is truly involved
announced that he directed the with his work cannot be
army to recruit 1,000 pygmies threat~ned by something like
"to serve as policemen, pilots, this," he continued. "Only a
infantrymen,
· paratroopteacher
can
encourage
commandos, etc."
students, interact with them."
He further decreed that they
be referred to as "Zairean
citizens of the Batswa tribe,"
instead of as "pygmies", a
term with negative
connotations. Earlier this month,
he banned photographers from
taking pictures of Batswa
tribespeoµ,le.
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coming to, Rhode ls.land
College, worked for the application of new teaching
methods in biology. He has
Dr. Charles B. Willard,
television
president of RIC remarked on developed
inthe program "After a year or struction in the department
more of preparation the Audio and· has had the major
Tutorial Instruction Program responsibility
for
the
at Rhode Island College has development of the Audio
now supplanted the laboratory Tutorial Instruction Program.
period of introductory biology. It is an exc1firig and promising
Dr. Richard Keogh has, since new adjunct to the, teachin~

(Luncheon and Dinner Dally)

,··a:f,
i_·.·

1195DOUGLAS
AVE.

at Rhode

Island

Dr. Keogh is assisted in the
administration
of
the
Biological Sciences Learning
Center by John Cunningham,
an instructor new to the RIC
biology _department this year
and by Jayne-Giusti, instructor
in charge of the audio-tutorial
labs.

SPORTS and RECREATION
Observations

on• Sports

h~· llarry Holl

Basketball
Team Opens
Season

to Baird. but an equal amount
of learning he must assimilate.
The other forward slot is up
for grabs between 6-5 Reuben
Alford. a great leaper, 6-4John
Moniz and 6-2 freshman Cesar
Palomeque. All have their
strongpoints and Baird may
start a certain man to fit a
particular situation.
"Offensively, we will still be
a running ballchib,'' Baird
says. "The fast break has
brought us to the heights in the
past and I feel we still have the
talent to. make it go.
"Defensively, we will be
basically a man-to-man team.
We gave up .87 points a game
last season, though, so this is
one area in which we are
stressing the need for improvement.''
The R.I.C. junior varsity,
coached by Pete Emond, opens
its season-on Friday by hosting
the Babson J.V.'s at 6 p.m.

The issue of artificial versus money in the long run, and was illustrated in part by the
natural playing surfaces in jumped on the artificial turf above classification, · into
The Rhode Island College
stadiums has once again bandwagon without conducting rather
loosely-define.d ..
team. faced with
arisen, this time emanating extensive tests on its ap- categories. A second class of basketball
the unusual prospect of having
from the one-day National plicability to pro football. · teams. marked historically by to
bounce back from a losing
Football League Players
Having omitted the possibility their basement finishes, merits season,
the 1973-74
Association meeting held last of employing these surfaces on consideration because, of the campaign opens
on
Friday,
.Nov. 30
week in Washington. Eighty- a trial basis, management is decisive changes that have by hosting Babson College
at 8
five percent of the players now trapped in a most become evident: Within the p.m. at Walsh Center. The
indicated their preference for precarious positi_on; either past few seasons, the Miami Anchormen
hit the road
playing on natural surfaces; accede to the wishes of the Dolphins have emerged from a on Saturday,then
Dec.
1 for an 8
and, in an attempt to return to players, and face a possible typical expansion franchise to p.m. contest at Worcester
the old yet revered tradition of diminishing
of
profits capture the world cham- State.
natural surfaces; and, in an (although even this argument pionship. Pittsburgh
has
Winning • and winning BIG ·
attempt to return to the old yet is of questionable validity), or escaped the doldrums of last has
been taken almost for
revered tradition of natural face action from the Players place to become a legitimate granted
Coach Bill Baird
turf, the players intend to take Association. If the players are powerhouse, and will probably . came tosince
Mount Pleasant
a firm position on this issue successful in their attempts to join the Dolphins as the two campus inthe
1965
but last year's
with the owners at next year's initiate a policy change, championship clubs of the . team, which suffered
from a
negotiations by demanding
perhaps they will then lengthen future. Washington also falls lack of ballhandling, depth
and
that grass fo~ldsbe installed in their sights and strive for the into this class of newly-arrived consistency,
struggled
to
a
9-13
any newly-constructed
ultimate goal of converting all quality teams, although their record. (Actually, one victory
stadiums.
presently-existing artificial
situation is unique because came on a forfeit from SouthOrlando Andrade
There are times when surfaces back to natural grass. they face the prospect of west
Louisiana,
which
was
Voted Soccer
watching a football game being Much can be said in favor of enaeting an almost complete socked with more recruiting
played on -polyturf is com- such a development: players retrogression
back
to violations than King Faisal has
Most Valuable
parable to attending a Ringling . would feel safer and probably mediocrity once a season or oil wells).
Bros. circus extravaganza.
perform with greater peace of two more pass. And finally, the
R.I.C.'s
ballhandling
Player
Players frequently lose their mind, a change that could only Atlanta Falcons,
Denver problems
expected to be
balance, and thus go slipping improve their playing; the fans Broncos, and Cincinnati minimal were
until · guard Eddie
Sophomore Orlando Andrade
and stumbling on what is often would be getting their money's Bengals have burst upon the Hart (5.4 avg.) broke a bone in from Pawtucket received the
a very slick surface; this worth, as there would be ~ scene in an exciting and a foot and was reduced to a l9 73 Captains'
Trophy,
certainly detracts from . the greater liklihood of their exhilarating fashion; and, state of ineffectiveness for the signifying his selection as the
overall quality of per- favorites not getting injured; everi if they fail to qualify for bulk of the season. Thus, the soccer team's Most Valuable
formance, and tends to in- and, of course, this would post-season competition this Anchormen
were highly Player, at the annual team
crease the element of chance mean continued interest in the year, they certainly have the susceptible to a press and some banquet last Tuesday
evening.
as a decisive factor in the game, which can be translated potential to challenge for the teams began picking them up Andrade, a left wing
with
game's outcome. During in- as still more profits for the title of "World Champion" in as they got off the bus. Hart got blazing speed, booted
in
21
climate weather, players have owners. This would be a rare many years to come.
off to a slow start again, with a goals and assisted on 6 otpers
been observed to slide as much instance where a change in the
Then there are the teams pre-season arm injury, but if as Coach Ed Bogda's men
as thirty _yards after being game stands to benefit all of that have either declined in he can stay healthy, he could compiled a 13-3~ record,
the
tackled, lending to the game an the main interests involved, recent days or else have been be the man to brat the press best in the school's
history.
unintended dimension of which
perhaps
is the unab,Ie to emerge from the and run the offense.
"The Captains' Trophy was
humor and raising the question argument's greatest and most mire for a prolonged period.
Unlike last year, Baird has initiated several years ago by
of whether mudsliding should convincing _attribute.
But, with the possible ex, some alternatives if Hart is our current director
adception of San Diego, Chicago, unable to go full tilt. Junior missions, John Foley," of
become a national sport, or
Bogda
even an Olympic event. And,
Leaving aside the entire and Houston .(and even they Paul Legare, a transfer
from says. "After each game, the
most importantly, a sub- question of whether the game have possess capable quarstantial increase in burns and of football requires revision in terbacking, a prerequisite for Dean J.C., and freshman Don players vote secretly on whom
abrasions have emerged, terms of rules and basic building a winning ballclub), Boughrum are both good they feel was the outstanding
providing justification for tlie structure, another valid basis all these teams have solid dribblers who apprently know player in that game. At the end
basic player complaint that the for assessing the game's value grounds for hope, many for the now to "use" the ba)l and not of the season .the votes are
playing surfaces, because they is to determine whether the very immediate future. San just maintain possession of it. tabulated and the player
Once the Anchormen get the receiving the greatest number
are overly heat retentive and teams have progressed or Francisco will continue its
rigid, have contributed to the. remained static in _ their precedent of winning seasons ball moving, they have a is accorded the honor of Most
increased instances of heat historical development. In once they obtain any -sem- couple of people who can really Valuable Player.
"I don't thi~ anyone who
prostration as well as the lpoking at the teams of the blance of a running game and "stick it" in the person of
juniors Elbert Hines (20.4 followed us this s~ason -could
rising number of ankle and National Football l-,eaguesince decide on a permanent
knee injuries. Of particular the 1960's,the great balance of quarterback; the New York avg.) and Larry Gibson (12.4 fault the selecho~. of t~e
-significance is the prodigious the league that exists· reveals Jtts are only a defensive avg.). If Hines could add the · players. Orlando ut~1zed. ~s
injury rate, attributable at perhaps its greatest strength. player or two away from intangible of consistency to his talents to the bes~ of his abihty
least in part to the lack of Dealing with questions like contending, provided Joe other great p~ysical traits, he ~nd forced opposmg defenders
could become a star in the - mto
errors. He teamed
"give" and flexibility of ar- "have
the
traditionally
Namath can remain healthy mold of former R.I.C. All- with costly
our left. inside, Do!llinic
tificial surfaces. Real earth, in superior teams remained
for
the
entire
season American Rickie Wilson.
Petrarca, to ~•ve us the kmd of
contrast, ·provides far greater strong or declined?" and "do (something that has prevented
The Anchormen should be one-two scormg punch most
degrees of malleability, which the perrenial cellar-.dwellers them from challenging the top
.
can absorb the pressures
show any traces of being on an teams nearly every season) ; strong in frontcourt, where coaches, drea~ about."
R.~.C._s sen~or co-captams,
applied from the legs and upswing?" will shed some light the New York Giants, having they will feature tw~ of the
provide a cushion that allows on this matter and reveal the restored their egos to a bigger players in the area - goahe Jim White and fullback
for a dispersing of pressure true success of profes-sional reasonable proportion by Captain Don Suggs, a 6-9, 240- Steve C~margo, made the
pound senior, and 6-9, 230- presentation.
rather than absorbing the football in America.
virtue of a 2-8-1 record,
freshman
Carlo
entire impact at one single
High-caliber ballclubs like probably will return next pound
DiTommaso.
Suggs,
a
rugged
Open Lette_r
point, causing numerous Minnesota,
Cleyeland,
season.with a healthy sense of
casualties.
Oakland, Dallas, Kansas City perspective and return to the center who has averaged 12.3
Finally, a dimension of the and Los Angeles have con- traditional form of excellence points and 10.9 rebounds for
· to RIC.
game has been removed with sistently provided a nucleus of that has been missing since the his career, may see some
action
at
forward
if
rookie
the widespread acceptance of "teams to beat", a strong early 1960's. Philadelphia,
Student Body
artificial surfaces. That is, incentive. for other teams to Buffalo, and New England all DiTomm~so develops rapidly.
"Don
has
surprising
quickness.
·
Dear
Students,
when heavy rains have fallen, strive for deposing the can lay claim to a leader andOur basketball and wrestling
the athletes are presented with champions, whether it be in the or superstar that can direct for · his size," Baird s.ays.
the additional challenge of form of capturing a division a team to victory, and thus "Besides havirig a good, seasons are about to begin. We
coping
with
mud
and title or just playing the role of a their supporters should not medium-rang~ jumper, he can open in basketball Friday at 8
treacherous footing. However, spoiler and concentrting on despair - these teams should drive by a slower defender p.m. against Babson College
the possibility of outstanding achieving an upset. . However, change the depressing state of when he is facing the board." here, at Walsh Center, with a
performances despite poor even among these powers affairs demonstrated in the DiTommaso has a tremendous jayvee game. Qp~ning th~,
conditions is not precluded, as there are cracks appearing in latter portion of the '60s. Green amount. of potential, according proceedings at 6 p.m.' The
wrestling season gets unevidenced by Gayle Sayers' the armor - Cleveland has an Bay will certainly challenge_
memorable six touchdown ·inconsistent offense that may everyone once again as soon as success regarding the fate of derway on Wednesday, Dec. 5,
performance in the muck and prove to be its downfall; Dallas starting a quarterback is. the NFL definitely seem in Walsh Center,. at 7:30 p.m.
against· Emerson College of
mire a few years ago. With seems to have already reached selected
(and they stay justified. The differences
Astroturf,
however,
the its peak, and as its quality healthy); New Orleans has between the excellent· and Boston.
As you know, all_ stl\dents
athletes are often so preoc- performers continue to age, already showed signs of poorer teams are rapidly
cupied with the problem of the team appears headed
emerging from their infancy, diminishing; and,' as they do; have the right of free _ad-.
incredibly poor footing that the downward; and, Kansas City and both Detroit and Baltimore the intense competition that mission to all athletic events at
running game sometimes must also cope with advancing possess the _personnel around will ultimately result can only R.I.C. Won't you exercise your
becomes negligible.
age and inconsistency if they whom tqeir t_raditionof success, lead to still greater popularity right and join us for all of the
Like many other
home contests
in- are to remain a consistent can be r_ecaptur(td.
Ln· both
~ for what has become the most
novations,~he football owners contender.
All in all, ·grounds for op- popufar spectator sport in this wrestling and basketball'? .
saw-.the. oppor.tunity.:
.to saY..e.-·· ·~The·leagne-ean
be divided;-as.. timism--a-nd ,ex,pectations,••.fornation..
• •.
· '(Cont. oli Pg. 19) ·~ :
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The ANCHORis located on the third floor of the Student
Union. Our mailing address is:
THE ANCHOR
Rhoje Island College
600Mount Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02908
Telephone: 831-6600,extensions 311and 471.
The ANCHOR is composed weekly, during the school
year. It is printed by photo-offset by Ware River News, 4
Church Street, Ware, Mass.
The ANCHOR accepts advertising. The rate is $1.50 per
column inch. A 10 per cent discount is given to campus
organizations. Classified advertising in "Free Classifieds·"
is FREE to members of the RIC Community. For further
information, consult our advertising manager.
;
The ANCHOR is edited entirely by its student editorial
staff. All decisions made on the ANCHO}:lare made by
them. No form or censorship-nor alteration of style will be
made on ;my material accepted for publication. However,
any materials found unacceptable or unsuitable by the
ANCHOReditorial board will not be published. The views
of the material appearing in the ANCHORare those of the
writer and do not necessarily reflect upon the
Administration, faculty or staff of Rhode Island College.
Unsigned editorials reflect the views of thr ANCHOR
editorial board.
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Mary Moran:s ThanksgivingTEssay
Today, as many people sit down to a table laden with food, as they go
through the motions of thanking a God that many no longer believe in, I
am struck by the absurdity of this holiday. Thanks.giving seems to be
pretended, a farce, little more than -an outdated tradition no one has yet
found the time to discard.
,
I do not understand why the unhappy affluent who have so much
materially but lack so much in other ways thrive on this day, look forward to it and celebrate it. And why do the poor keep this day each year?
What do they have to be thankful for?
The reason is sim_ple. If man gave up this day, he would be forced to
admit that he cannot be thankful because he is not happy. And he is not
happy because he is never satisfied.
ft is obvious that man is no longer happy or thankful, and it is more
important to discover the reason than to dwell on the fact. Is the secret of
thankfulness something only the Pilgrims knew? Is it hidden somewhere
in the complexity of our society? Has it been run over by a speeding car or
carried away by a fast moving plane?
Is it impossibl~ for all of mankind, not just a select few, to be happy,
to be thankful, in our world today? I know it must be possible but what
have we done wrong?
We must look to the past, to the men who made this country. These
people long ago knew enough to be content with simple houses, bad crops
· and death, for they knew that if they were not happy with this, they would
never be thankful for fine homes, prosperity and good health.
We, too, must follow their example. We must learn that war, crime,
and injustice should not be stumbling blocks that hold us back from being
a thankful people. We are not condoning these wrongs; we are admitting
they exist and learning to live fully in spite of the fact that they do exist.
It will require much time, much effort and a great deal of patience if
men is to relearn the art of thankfulness. Thankfulness and happiness
cannot exist without each other. May man soon realize this and learn
again to be thankful.

Let's Be Tha~kful for People with Integrity
But could it be possible that Governor Noel,
like many other members of our society, i:-~-==afraid to endorse such ideas as Mary Moran's
because they come so close to the truth'? Are we
thankful for anything more than the time out
from work'? Are we still capable of being thankful'? How can we deal with the fact that millions~
of Americans could not be thankful and enjoy
the celebration this year, simply because the
feast had priced itself off the table'?
The reason is that this year's winner, Mary
One can find solace and give thanks, but
Moran, a 17 year old senior at Prout Memorial
mainly for negative things: that we haven't all
·HighSchool, wrote an essay that Governor Noel been killed in a nuclear holocaust,• that Nixon
did not agree with (text is reprinted below).
(after 4½ years) finally removed our troops
from Vietnam, that we are not starving but only
Ms. Moran's essay is a powerful work and
doing nothing, that we are finally beginning to
certainly surpasses the "colorful leaves,
get to the root of the sickness in America.
rustling trees" parameters usually evident in"
We don't, fault Governor Noel for not enthe annual contest winners. Governor Noel said
dorsing th~ proclamation; neither do we fault
that he could not endorse the essay because it
Mary Moran for telling· the truth. It would be
did not reflect his thinking. We agree that it
nice _if everyone did have something to be
certainly would be unfair to have words stuck
thankful for, .and that Thanksgiving were not a
in one's mouth, and doubly unjust to have it
bitter holiday for so many. But then, we cannot
done without one's consent.
change ~ything by denying its existence.
. Let's Be Thankful for People with Integrity
For the past twenty years, the state of Rhode
Island has held a Thanksgiving Proclamation
writing contest for the state's high school
students. The winner, in addition to receiving
several gifts as prizes, has his-her
proclamation used by the Governor as the
official R.I. Thanksgiving Proclamation. Not so
this year.

l{ow to he a Professor -at RIC
by j. Persico

The
following
factual
responses were culled from an
extensive on-campus study
with 200 professors and instructors. T\}ose statements
listed are the ones most
frequently
given by the
professors surveyed. Each
statement received at least 35
percent concurrence. I The
sampling was done on a
departmental basis by interviewing ten instructors
from each of 20 departments.
All were selected from the RIC
campus listing of instructors
through random techniques.
All persons interviewed agreed
only after they were assured of
anonymity. The results were
compiled with assistance from
the math, sociology, and
psychology departments. I am
especially grateful to Dr. Krej
and Dr. Tun for assistance with
the sampling techniques and
the computer analysis.

20 Abilities
Most Needed

Must be apolitical.
2. Must remain within the
traditional ,avenues of his
respective discipline.
3. Must be good at parrying
objections which might cause a
delay in his daily lecture.
4. Must be able to ·stand the
strain of worl9-ng 12 hours a
week.
5. Must be qble to resume
teaching after only a 90-day
vacation.
6. Must be willing to work
cheap.
7. Must be heterosexual.
8. Must be white unless there is
1.

(Please turn to "How to," Pg. 15)

Lettersto the

EditorAppear
on Page3

R.I. Student
Looks to W. Va.
Exchange
by Daniel J. Issa

(The~opinions expressed
here, while shared by· some of
my fellow exchange students,
are chiefly mine.)
On the way from the airport,
all sorts of questions passed
through my mind. Is Wvsc as
hick as they say'? Should I
expect to see pet pigs on
leashes with, their owners
proudly walking barefoot
behind smoking corn cob
pipes'? Considering
West
Virginia isn't deep south, and
the high percentage of black
enrollment, I figured there
wouldn't be any KKK.
As Dr. Weiss's VWbus rolled
to a halt, foul odor permeated
the bus. (No, it 'wasn't me.)
(Please turn to "W. Va. Exchange,
Pg. 15)
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